
Basics for life. 





Home & Living
Foods & Drinks, Garden,  

Deco & Household, Do It Yourself

Colours & processes
Procedures, Colours and Icons

Product information
Material science, Product safety, Prototyping,  

Finishing, Packaging, Index

Office & School
Saving Boxes, Desk, Writing 

& Painting, Multimedia

Sports & Games
Travel-, Brain-, Patience-Games, Outdoor-Games, 

Sledges, Flying dics, Ball-Games

Car & Travel
Travel Accessories, Car, Ice Scraper, Safe in the Dark,  

 Luggage Tags, Bags, Camping & Picnic

Accessoires
(Chip-) Key Pendants,  

Glassesand Smoking Accessories

Wellness & Healthcare
First-Aid, Anti-Tick-Article,  

Personal Hygiene, Gymnastics 

Important!
Illustrations can differ. Changes and errors excepted. Special colours can be produced from 
certain quantities of items. Some material modifications are possible, too. The illustrated 
imprints in the catalogue are examples for individual imprints which we develop specifically 
for each customer when desired (the price does not include the printing costs). For the 
appropriate printing method we choose the less expensive variant, if not wanted differently. 
For further questions please call our sales staff. We would like to inform you individually and 
competently. Due to technical reasons it is possible that some of the shown articles in the 

catalogue do not correspond to the original colours. If necessary please order appropriate 
samples which stand for the according colour of delivery. All articles with customer print, 
illustrated in this catalogue, only demonstrate the printing possibilities or stand for reference 
purposes. Please note that in the case of set items the content is not completely made in 
Germany or Europe. The rights on the shown logos and brands as well as shown special 
products are exclusive by the respective copyright/trademark owners.

Content.
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We produce the item to your wishes choosing from a variety of standard colours or special 
requirements (colour sample or Pantone). Be it translucent, opaque, daylight colours, with glitter 
or metalic effect. There are no limits to your colour request. All our colours correspond to the 
applicable regulations and directives in Germany and the EU. Address the realization of your 
ideas to us with confidence.

We make the world
more colourful.

707
bramble.

003 
blue.

706 
bubblegum.

005
green.

708 
lilac.

006
red.

703
ocean.

009
orange.

705
grassgreen.

008
pink.

380 
lemon.

215
berry.

732 
mokka.

320
teal.

004
yellow.

These are non-binding and only approximate color specifications.
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Process.
Your advertising on the entire surface,  
high-resolution, photo realistic, cost-saving.

Also in solid colours.

UV-digital print.
The UV-digital print is a high-class and expressive option of implementing your motif in a photorealistic but low-
budget way. 
 � Robust finishing in perfect photo quality
 � Smooth reproduction of continuous tone orginals
 � Low prices - even for small print runs
 � Visuals sent easily by e-mail
 � No lithography, printing plates and prepress costs
 � Possible for plastic articles with a flat surface

PremioTouch.
The innovative PremioTouch printing technique allows for a unique finishing of printable items!
Next to the visual and haptic effect it convinces with the following advantages:
 � Excellent photorealistic print.
 � Production can start from as little as one piece.
 � No cost for screen or cliché.
 � Printing plates not necessary.

 
A special highlight is the double-print option which creates the illusion of the bottle having a print inside. 

IMould.
IMould finishing is a high-class and expressive option of implementing your motif in a photo-realistic but 
low-budget way. Suitable for plastic items with smooth surface, such as storage boxes, trays flying discs, ice 
scrapers, or snow gliders. We will be happy to run custom designs for you!
 � Robust finishing in perfect photo quality
 � Screenless reproduction of half tone templates
 � Visuals sent easily by e-mail
 � No lithography, screens or plates required
 � Ideal for plastic articles with a flat surface

ɓ
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Top Quality.

Made in Germany

Made in Europe

Icons.

Product Details.

Ȝ print colour

X packaging unit, packaging

ʺ print method

Ö material

Č warning notices 
Details on page 113

Ñ dimension

? batteries included

Special Branding.

IMould

˳ Sublimation

Engraving / CO2-Engraving

ɓ UV-digital print

ˣ Transfer printing

PremioTouch

Tampo pad print

Screen print

(Hot) embossing

Doming

Ĺ Heattransfer
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Bitte zusammenfassen mit Basic 
klein

(s. Seite 116)

  metal/stainless steel
  230 x 67 mm

  transfer printing
  5

01022 Straw set 
Steel
01022 Ensemble de paille  
Steel
The environmentally friendly alternative to plastic straws. Reusable stainless steel straw set contains 2 pcs of straws with a 
cleaning brush. Packed in a drawstring cotton bag. Straw Length: approx. 20.5 cm. 

  plastic/silicone
  20 x 60 mm
  polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

01041 Silicone 
straw set
01041 Set de paille  
Silicone
Your own straw! Foldable silicone straw with a diameter 
of 1cm and a length of 25.5cm. Packed in a round 
plastic case that is perfectly suitable for logo finishing. 
Fits in any pocket and avoids plastic waste. 

  paper
  200 x 90 x 20 mm
  polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

01042 Paper straw set
01042 Set de pailles  
Papier
A natural way to enjoy your drink every day. Set of 10 
paper straws. Made of kraft paper, the straw can last 
longer periods in the drink without becoming soft. 
Packed in a polybag with a large advertising space on 
the header card. 

ˣ
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  Eco-bamboo
  ø 250 x 20 mm
   50 pcs, without individual carton

01021 Plate 
Eco, large
01021 Assiette  
Eco, grand modèle
Elegant bio table ware. Large plate with a rim made of renewable  
raw materials such as bamboo fibres and grain. Available in  
anthracite and beige. Diameter: 25 cm.. 

01020 Plate 
Eco, small

08887 Sac de refroidissement  
Papier, petit

  Eco-bamboo
  ø 200 x 16 mm
   80 pcs, without individual carton

  textile/linen
  315 x 390 mm
   500 pcs, without individual 
carton

  transfer printing
  5

01030 Bread bag 
ECOCARE
01030 Bread bag  
ECOCARE
The alternative to plastic bags! Ecological cotton 
bag with drawstring for the environmentally friendly 
transport of bread, pastries and bread rolls. 

  textile/RPET
  260 x 350 mm
   500 pcs, without individual 
carton

  sublimation
  4

01031 Fruit and 
vegetable bag 
ECOCARE
01031 Sac à fruits et légumes  
ECOCARE
No more plastic bags needed! Lightweight fruit and 
vegetable bag made of recycled PET for transporting 
your purchases. Also perfect at home to protect your 
food from fruit flies. ˳ˣ
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  glass
  100 x 100 x 4 mm
   120 pcs, Luftpolsterfolie

 UV-digital print
  5

  glass
  ø 100 x 2 mm
   120 pcs, polybag

 UV-digital print
  5

07419 Coaster of 
glass Square
07419 Sous-plat en verre  
Eco, grand modèle
Fine coaster in 4mm strong glass in quadratic shape. 
The finishing on the bottom by colour digital printing. 
The coaster will be delivered with 4 attached rubber 
feet. 

07420 Coaster of 
glass Round
07420 Sous-plat en verre  
Round
Fine coaster in 4mm strong glass. The finishing on the 
bottom by colour digital printing. In the delivery 4 rubber 
feet for sticking on are also included. The coaster will 
be delivered with 4 attached rubber feet. 

   plastic/Polyresin
  110 x 50 x 50 mm
   24 pcs, individual carton + 
polybag

  screen print
  1

07719 Menu card 
holder Cilento
07719 Support de carte de menu  
Cilento
An accessory for two items. Great stand in concrete 
look for beer coasters and menu cards. Completely 
made of polyresin. Guarantees a stable stand on the 
table.

  Stone/concrete
  100 x 50 x 50 mm
   individual carton + polybag

  screen print
  5

01033 Menu card 
holder Concrete
01033 Porte-menu  
Béton
The Highlight on every table. Concrete menu card 
holder, with two different slots of different depth for 
inserting the menus. Includes foam rubber feet on the 
bottom for anti-slip function. 

ɓɓ
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  plastic/ABS
  100 x 98 x 4 mm
   500 pcs, polybag

 UV-digital print
  4

  plastic/ABS
  ø 100 x 4 mm
   500 pcs, polybag

 UV-digital print
  4

  plastic/ABS
  85 x 55 x 4 mm
   500 pcs, polybag

 UV-digital print
  4

09313 Coaster 
Tricot
09313 Dessous-de-bouteille  
Tricot
1 item - 2 functions. Tricot-shaped coaster made from 
ABS with integrated bottle opener. The bottom surface 
is equipped with an EVA badge guaranteeing an anti-
skid effect. 

09312 Coaster 
Round
09312 Dessous-de-bouteille  
Round
2 in 1. Round coaster made from ABS with integrated 
bottle opener. The bottom surface is equipped with an 
EVA badge guaranteeing an anti-skid effect.

09314 Coaster 
Card
09314 Dessous-de-bouteille  
Card
Better than a beer mat. Card-shaped coaster made from 
ABS with integrated bottle opener. The bottom surface 
is equipped with an EVA badge guaranteeing an anti-
skid effect. 

  plastic/ABS
  82 x 82 x 4 mm
   500 pcs, polybag

 UV-digital print
  5

08756 Coaster 
Opener
08756 Dessous-de-bouteille  
Opener
2 in 1. Useful coaster and cap lifter in one gadget. Made 
from plastics and equipped with an EVA badge on its 
underside to prevent from skidding. The integrated cap 
lifter is made from metal. ɓ

ɓ

ɓ

ɓ
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  metal
  122 x 14 x 25 mm
  240 pcs, polybag

  laser engraving
  1

01006 Bottle opener 
with corkscrew Corcho
01006 Décapsuleur avec 
tire-bouchon Corcho
Elegant corkscrew incl. bottle opener and small, fold-
out sommelier knife. 

  wood/beechwood
  138 x 38 x 18 mm
  240 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print 
  5

06905 Bottle opener 
Woody
06905 Ouvre-bouteille  
Woody
The classic. Robust bottle opener with wooden handle 
and bottle opener made of stainless steel. 

  metal/stainless steel
  180 x 40 x 2 mm
   120 pcs, polybag

  laser engraving 
  1

  metal/stainless steel
  180 x 45 x 2 mm
  120 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

07021 Bottle opener 
Speed
07021 Ouvre-bouteille  
Speed
Simple, but effective. Flat bottle opener made of 
stainless steel. On account of the hole, it is perfectly 
suited for small spinner shows behind the bar. In 
addition, it can be attached well to magnetic surfaces. 

08890 Bottle Opener 
Nature
08890 Ouvre-bouteille  
Nature

Flat bottle opener made of stainless steel and 
wood. The hole makes it perfect for small spinning 
performances behind the bar. Also easy to attach to 
magnetic surfaces. 
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  plastic/ABS
  ø 50 x 80 mm
   144 pcs, individual carton + 
polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

  metal/aluminium
  ø 53 x 80 mm
   100 pcs, individual carton + 
polybag

  laser engraving
  1

06429 Bottle opener 
Push plastic
06429 Décapsuleur en plastique  
Pousse
Virtually elegant. Innovative bottle opener with Push-Up 
-function. Just place on the bottle, press downwards 
quickly and remove it again immediately... Done. The 
outer housing is made of plastic. On the inside you will 
find a magnet, which holds the crown caps. Suitable for 
all bottles with standard crown caps. 

06407 Bottle opener 
Push
06407 Ouvre-bouteilles  
Push
Practical and elegant. Innovative bottle opener with a 
push up function. Simply set on the surface, quickly 
press down and remove the same again  done.  The 
outer casing consists of aluminium with a brushed 
stainless steel appearance. Suitable for using on all 
bottles with common caps. 

  metal/aluminium
  125 x 20 x 15 mm
   400 pcs, individual carton + 
polybag

  laser engraving
  1

06341 Bottle opener 
Venecia
06341 Ouvre Bouteille  
Venecia
Made of aluminium with rubbed grip. 
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  metal
  125 x 30 x 7 mm
   120 pcs, individual carton + 
polybag

  laser engraving 
  1

09955 Cap lifter 
Casoria
09955 Décapsuleur  
Casoria
Flat metal cap lifter of a matt-silver look with elegant 
curve. Cast in one piece. 

  metal/stainless steel
  100 x 40 x 2 mm
  400 pcs, polybag

  laser engraving 
  1

08891 Bottle Opener 
Cheers
08891 Ouvre-bouteille  
Cheers
Flat, short stainless steel bottle opener. The hole makes 
it perfect for small spinning performances behind the 
bar. Also easy to attach to magnetic surfaces. 

  wood/beechwood
  150 x 20 x 20 mm
   400 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

01009 Bottle opener 
Screw
01009 Décapsuleur  
Screw
Bottle opener in rustical look, made of beech wood with 
screw to open the bottle. Includes a brown leather strap 
to hang up the bottle opener. 
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  plastic/ABS
  105 x 49 x 3 mm
   500 pcs, polybag

 UV-digital print
  5

08973 Cap lifter 
Magnetic
08973 Décapsuleur  
Magnetic
Ergonomically shaped cap lifter with plastic housing 
featuring a smooth  surface for an optimum advertising 
space. The integrated magnet allows attaching it to 
metal objects such as e. g. refrigerators.

   plastic/PS
  148 x 47 x 10 mm
   400 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print 
  5

08460 Cap lifter 
Arona
08460 Décapsuleur  
Arona
Elegant and pleasantly lightweight cap lifter with plastic 
handle (PS) and iron insert for easily opening bottles 
with crown caps.

  plastic/Acryl
  70 x 50 x 15 x 0 mm
  polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

01023 Bottle cap  
Close
01023 Bouchon de bouteille  
Close
The bottle cap keeps prosecco and bubbly wines 
carbonated. The white cap is suitable for most prosecco 
and wine bottles. The cap includes a sealing ring. 

  plastic
  ø 80 x 15 mm
   200 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print 
  5

06891 Bottle opener 
Cap
06891 Décapsuleur  
Cap
Made of plastic with metal insert. This bottle opener 
also opens bottles with screw type caps. 
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   plastic/PP
  ø 95 x 155 mm
   50 pcs, without individual carton

  IMould 
  4

04577 Coffee mug 
Premium, with cuff
04577 Gobelet  
Premium, avec manchette
For the coffee to go. Useful to-go mug made from 
double-walled plastic incl. lid with drinking opening. The 
lid is screwable and therefore is  particularly tight on the 
mug. Capacity: 350 ml 

  plastic/ABS
  200 x 100 x 105 mm
  60 pcs, polybag

  screen print 
  5

09468 Mug clip 
Calzar
09468 Clip à gobelet  
Calzar
Mug clip made from ABS for cups, mugs and bottles 
with a diameter of up  to 7 cm. The metal spring 
guarantees safe fixture of the mug clip to many  
surfaces. The EVA badges on the inside of the wings 
provide for the  necessary anti-slip effect. Maximum 
carrying capacity: approx. 1,5 kg

  metal/sheet metal
  ø 120 x 135 mm
   50 pcs, without individual carton

  tampo pad print
  5

09196 Metal bucket 
Flora
09196 Seau en tôle  
Flora
Ideal for planting kitchen herbs. Metal bucket with 
powder coating and wooden element as handle. The 
three traditional rings in the upper section confer the 
small bucket the nostalgic look. 
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  ceramic
  ø 80 x 95 mm
  36 pcs, polybag

  sublimation
  4

08962 Cup 
Nice Day
08962 Tasse  
Premium, avec manchette
Makes breakfast even more enjoyable. Classic ceramic 
cup with large  handle. Perfect for 4C sublimation 
finishing and thus customisable all  round. Capacity: 0.3 
litres.

   plastic/PS
  ø 55 x 160 mm
  polybag

  digital print 
  4

04827 Insulated mug 
Mocha
04827 Mug isotherme  
Mocha
The cup speaks for itself! Fancy, double-walled 
insulating cup with highly  polished inner cup. 
Suitable for hot and cold drinks. Available in many 
different colour combinations and as transparent 
version with insert. It is also possible to emboss 
a logo on the inner cup, which creates a great 3D 
effect. Capacity: 0.35 litres.

  metal
  ø 70 x 245 mm
   20 pcs, individual carton + 
polybag

  laser engraving 
  1

09885 Thermos bottle 
Vakuum, 0.5 l
09885 Bouteille isotherme  
Vakuum, 0,5 l
Hot or cold for a long time. Good insulating properties 
thanks to the double walls. With integrated drinking cup 
and one-hand closure. Capacity: 0.5 litres. ˳
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  metal/stainless steel
  97 x 73 x 20 mm
   250 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

09358 Pizza Slicer 
Piece
09358 Découpe-pizza  
Mocha
Pizza slicer with a round, sharp stainless steel blade 
and an ABS casing. The blade with a diameter of 7.3 
cm cuts easily through thick toppings. The blade and 
housing are separable and therefore easy to clean. Incl. 
attachable cardboard blade protector.

   plastic/PS
  95 x 54 x 25 mm
   400 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

09463 Salt and Pepper 
Shaker Flavour
09463 Salière et poivrière 
Flavour
Small set of salt and pepper shakers with plastic (PS) 
holder. The shakers have holes of different sizes to 
easily control salt and pepper shaking. Both  parts of 
the shaker are easily connected by a bayonet closure. 

   metal/stainless steel 18/0
  170 x 21 x 14 mm
   200 pcs, individual carton + 
polybag

  screen print
  5

08980 Kitchen knife 
Sevilla
08980 Couteau de cuisine  
Séville
An all-rounder for versatile used in the kitchen. 
The stainless sharp blade (8 cm) made of 18/0-
type stainless steel and the robust wooden handle 
are particularly convincing when cutting fruit and 
vegetables.
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  wood/bamboo
  300 x 200 x 12 mm
   20 pcs, polybag

  Co2 laser engraving
  1

08062 Chopping board 
Bamboo, large
08062 Planche à découper  
Bamboo
This one is resilient. Smooth cutting board made from 12 mm thick   
bamboo in 2 different colours. This kitchen utensil has rounded edges  
and its peculiarity lies in the different fibre directions of the 3 parts. 

08361 Chopping board 
Bamboo, small

08361 Planche de coupe  
bambou, petite taille

08360 Chopping board 
Bamboo, medium

08360 Planche de coupe  
bambou, taille moyenne

08360 Chopping board
Bamboo, medium

  260 x 170 x 9 mm

08361 Chopping board
Bamboo, small

  230 x 150 x 9 mm
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  glass
  300 x 200 x 4 mm
  24 pcs, polybag

 UV-digital print
  5

07421 Chopping board  
of glass Meal, large
07421 Planche à découper en verre  
Meal, grande
Preparing food hygenically. Large cutting board made from 4mm  
thick glass. Particularly light and residue-free for easy cleaning.  
The processing is done on the bottom by 4 colour digital printing.  
The glass board comes with 4 attached rubber feet. 

07422 Chopping board of glass 
Meal, small

07422 Planche à découper en 
verre  
Meal, petite

07428 Chopping board of glass 
Meal, XXL

07428 Planche à découper en 
verre  
Meal, XXL

07429 Chopping board of glass  
Meal, mini

07429 Planche à découper en 
verre  
bambou, taille moyenne

07429 mini
  250 x 150 x 4 mm

07422 small
  250 x 150 x 4 mm

07428 XXL
  250 x 150 x 4 mm

ɓ

  metal/stainless steel
  60 x 195 mm
   300 pcs

  tampo pad print
  5

01036 Cutlery set 
To Go
01036 Couverts de table  
To Go
Perfect for camping, picnics or the lunch break: 3-piece 
cutlery set with stainless steel spoon, fork and knife. 
Compactly packed in a synthetic rubber bag with zip. 

  metal
  ø 85 x 55 mm
   100 pcs, individual carton + 
polybag

  laser engraving
  1

06430 Desk Bell  
Service
06430 Sonnerie de réception  
Service
Retro style reception desk chromed bell. Perfect for 
restaurants and private use.
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  textile/polyester-felt
  100 x 100 x 3 mm
   1400 pcs, polybag

  transfer printing
  5

08997 Coaster 
Aron
08997 Dessous-de-bouteille  
Aaron
In order to avoid glass marks right in the first place. 
Great coaster made from 3 mm thick polyester felt. 
Square with round corners. Absorbs humidity like  
a bear coaster, but is reusable again and again. 

  textile/polyester-felt
  450 x 300 x 3 mm
  160 pcs, polybag

  transfer printing 
  5

08985 Place mat 
Felt
06111 Sac de couverts  
Tasca
Against rattling and scratching dishes and cutlery on 
wood or glass tables. Ideal place mat made from 3 mm 
thick polyester felt, rectangular shape with rounded 
corners.

  textile/felt
  250 x 90 x 7 mm
   800 pcs, polybag

  transfer printing 
  5

06111 Cutlery bag 
Tasca
06111 Sac de couverts  
Tasca
Elegant cutlery bag made from 3 mm thick polyester 
felt. Suitable for any cutlery and easy to wash by hand. 
Thanks to laser cutting, the material is prevented from 
fraying. Perfect usable as placemat with 08985 place 
mat „Felt“ and 08997 coaster „Aron“. ˣ ˣ

ˣ
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  plastic/PP
  155 x 63 x 25 mm
  200 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

08936 Ice Mould  
Freeze
08936 Moule à glace  
Freeze
Make your own ice! Due to the cross base on the bottom 
the reusable plastic (PP) moulds are self-standing. In 
addition, they have small hooks on the sides so that they 
can be clipped together. Dishwasher-safe and available 
with orange or green lids.

  plastic/silicone
  220 x 100 x 15 mm
  96 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print 
  5

05014 Ice cube mould 
Fruit
05014 Moule à glaçon  
Fruit
Soft silica mould for making ice cubes shaped like fruit. 

  plastic/ABS
  100 x 75 x 28 mm
   120 pcs, individual carton

  tampo pad print
  5

07022 Strawberry 
Cutter Fruity
07022 Tranche-fraises  
Fruity
Practical kitchen aid. Open, put the strawberry inside, 
fold down the knives, and the uniform strawberry slices 
are finished. Perfect for fruit salads or for garnishing. 
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  plastic/ABS
   160 x 140 x 13 x 95 mm
   168 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

06952 Apple splitter  
Split ‚n‘ eat
06952 Coupe-pomme  
Split ‘n’ eat
The easiest way to cut apples. Apple-shaped plastic 
apple splitter with metal blade. Simply place it on the 
apple, push down forcefully, and enjoy!

   metal/stainless steel
  116 x 86 x 23 mm
   160 pcs, metalbox + polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

06801 Cookie 
cutter set Tasty
06801 Emporte-pièces  
Tasty
Consists of six stainless steel Christmas shaped 
figures for cutting cookies. A shooting star, bell, 
snowman, angel, Christmas tree and gingerbread man 
are elegantly packaged in a metal box with transparent 
window.

  plastic/ABS
  169 x 65 x 15 mm
  200 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

01015 Avocado 
Peeler Peel
01015 Éplucheur à avocat  
Peel
Cut, remove the pit, release the pulp, this practical 
avocado peeler makes it all easy to do. With large 
advertising space on the handle. 
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   plastic/PP
  90 x 38 x 8 mm
   1000 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

09070 Tube Pusher 
Squeeze
09070 Pousse-tube  
Squeeze 
Get the last little bit out of your tube! Whether hand 
cream, toothpaste or tomato paste - the tube pusher 
ensures that everything comes out of the tube simply 
and efficiently. Simply place it over the tube from the 
bottom and push it piece by piece until the tube is 
completely empty. 

  plastic/PP
  175 x 128 x 69 mm
  without individual carton

  IMould
  5

01032 Storage box 
School Box, large with 
separating bowl
01032 Boîte de rangement  
School Box, grande avec 
plateau de sépar
The perfect lunch box! With click closure and removable 
separating tray suitable for a wide range of foods. 
Available in many different colours IMould finishing 
possible. 

   plastic/PP
  175 x 128 x 69 mm
   50 pcs, without individual carton

  IMould
  5

05244 Storage box 
Break box
05244 Boîte de stockage  
Boîte Pause 
Ideal snack box with 1 snap fastener and separator 
ideal for different foods. Available in a large selection of 
colours. IMould labelling possible. 

   plastic/PP
  110 x 80 x 80 mm
   72 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

08827 Storage Box 
Kiwi-Box
08827 Boîte de rangement  
Tasty 
For all those who love kiwis! Practical storage box with 
removable kiwi divider and small spoon. Simply place 
the fruit in the box and close the box with the divider 
inserted in the lid. The kiwi is quickly divided into two 
halves and can then be eaten. To transport the whole 
fruit, simply remove the divider from the lid, insert the 
kiwi and reinsert the divider. The box is embossed with 
„TO GO KIWI“ on the lid.
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  wood/birchwood
  330 x 62 x 23 mm
  72 pcs, polybag

  Co2 laser engraving
  1

07482 Grill barbecue 
tongs Asado
07482 Pince BBQ  
Asado 
Practical and flexible barbecue tongs made of steel with 
wooden handles. 
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  plastic
  103 x 30 x 10 mm
   1200 pcs, polybag

  screen print
  5

  plastic
  70 x 65 x 25 mm
   100 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

  metal/aluminium
  300 x 50 x 21 mm
   60 pcs, individual carton + 
polybag

  screen print
  5

06416 Cutter knife 
Grip
06416 Couteau cutter  
Grip 
Sharp thing. Cutter knife with plastic housing and 
replaceable metal blade. In order to extend the blade the 
black grip part needs to be pushed forward. The blade 
can not be locked in place and can be extended only to 
the length necessary for cutting smoothly. This avoids 
severe injury. 

06096 Tape measure 
Roll Up
06096 Décamètre à ruban  
Roll Up 
Metal tape measure with plastic housing, elastic hand 
strap, stop and return function. Length: 3 m. 

09185 Water level 
Horizon, 30 cm
09185 Niveau à bulle  
Horizon, 30 cm 
Light, aluminium water level (1 mm thick) and black 
plastic elements.

  plastic/ABS
  170 x 40 x 20 mm
   240 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

06318 Cutter knife 
Pro
06318 Cutter  
Pro 
Professional cutter knife with automatic blade fixation 
and auto-loading spare blade store. Robust metal guide, 
M3 snap-off blades made of stainless steel, handle and 
spare blade store made of ABS and TPR. Advertising 
space in handle. 
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  plastic/ABS
  65 x 25 x 14 mm
  400 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

06315 Key ring  
Folding ruler
06315 Porte-clés  
mètre pliant 
Small plastic folding ruler always at hand. 50cm long, 
foldable, with practical key ring. Can be refined with UV 
digital printing when closed.

  plastic/ABS
  125 x 25 x 10 mm
   500 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

  metal/aluminium
  145 x 19 x 9 mm
   500 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  1

06317 Cutter knife 
Carve
06317 Cutter  
Carve 
This knife allows safe cutting with an automatic blade 
retract function. With lightweight plastic casing. 

01005 Cutter knife 
Corte
01005 Cutter  
Corte 
Sturdy cutter knife with aluminium cover and break-off 
blade. The slim design makes the knife comfortable 
to handle. With sharp, pointed blade and locking 
mechanism. 

  metal
  90 x 22 x 10 mm
   240 pcs, individual carton + 
polybag

  laser engraving
  1

09789 Pocket knife 
Pocket, small
09789 Canif  
Pocket, petit 
5 functions: knife, bottleopener, corkscrew, tin opener 
and awl. With non slip rubber application.
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  plastic/ABS
  2000 x 15 x 28 mm
   100 pcs, polybag

 UV-digital print
  5

06316 Folding ruler 
Dimension, 2 m
06316 Mètre pliant  
Dimension, 2 m 
Customary folding ruler made of ABS, 2 metres long, 10 segments. 

06427 Folding ruler 
Dimension, 1 m

06427 Règle  
Dimension, 1 m

  plastic/ABS
  130 x 14 x 25 mm
  polybag

 UV-digital print
  5

   plastic/Polypropylen
  77 x 15 x 12 mm
   1000 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

  wood
  240 x 11 x 7 mm
   1000 pcs, without individual 
carton

  tampo pad print
  5

01014 Carpenter’s 
pencil Deluxe
01014 Crayon de charpentier  
Fridge
The practical plastic version of the classic carpenter‘s 
pencil. Printable plastic case with pencil lead and 
locking function for the lead. Including 2 lead refills in 
the case and sharpener at the end piece of the slider.

06282 Pencil 
Carpenter
06282 Crayon à papier  
Menuisier
Classic carpenter‘s pencil with typical oval shape allows 
for larger advertising surface than on normal pencils. 
Delivered unsharpened. 

ɓ
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  metal
  90 x 30 x 15 mm
   144 pcs, individual carton + 
polybag

  laser engraving
  1

08053 Pocket knife 
Everest
06317 Cutter  
Everest 
With corkscrew, tin opener, hole punch and bottle 
opener. Carbon design  and trendy colours. With small 
keyring.

  metal
  95 x 25 x 17 mm
   120 pcs, Nylonetui + polybag

  laser engraving
  1

06328 Pocket knife 
Steel, large
06328 Canif  
Carve 
11 functions: knife, bottleopener, corkscrew, tin opener, 
screwdriver, scissors, rasp, 2 saws, threader and awl.

  metal
  25 x 90 x 18 mm
   120 pcs, Nylonetui + polybag

  laser engraving
  1

  metal
  115 x 33 x 30 mm
   50 pcs, individual carton

  tampo pad print
  5

09561 Pocket knife 
Freizeit, small
09561 Canif  
Freizeit, petit
Pocket knife with 7 functions: cutter, saw, bottle opener, 
corkscrew, threader, rasp, screwdriver.

09864 Pocket knife 
Dinner
09864 Canif  
Dinner
Handy cutlery for camping: fork, spoon, knife, cork 
screw, bottle opener, stainless steel awl and a small key 
ring. The frame is made of plastic. 
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   plastic/Polyamid
  90 x 32 x 17 mm
   200 pcs

  tampo pad print
  5

09491 Multitool 
Keyl
09491 Outil multiple   
Keyl 
Simply indescribable. 9 functions in one compact tool. 
To be used as a door wedge, light barrier interrupter 
(in elevators), for measuring gap sizes, as measuring 
instrument, as counter tool, as joint spatula, diameter 
gauge, scratch gauge and screwdriver. With the clip-on 
cap, the small wonder tool can be easily attached to the 
keyring. 

  plastic/ABS
  92 x 23 x 13 mm
   500 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

09456 Multitool 
Pocket
09456 Outil multiple  
Pocket
The most common bits always ready-to-hand. Multitool 
with two slot screwdrivers and two Phillips screwdrivers 
inside a plastic slipcase (ABS) with finger hole. Thanks 
to the magnet the bits (stainless steel) can be easily 
inserted at the tip of the housing. Can also be fixed to 
the keyring.

  metal/stainless steel
  100 x 45 x 20 mm
   50 pcs, individual carton + 
polybag

  laser engraving
  1

06349 Multitool 
Legend
06349 Outil multi-usages  
Legend 
One tool, eight functions. Robust multitool with two 
saws, pliers, cross-point screwdriver, flat-bedded 
screwdriver, file, bottle opened, tin opener and knife. 
Packed individually in a nylon case. 

  plastic
  105 x 35 x 25 mm
   100 pcs, individual carton + 
polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

07886 Portable fan 
Airscrew
07886 Ventilateur à main  
Airscrew
Handy, portable plastic fan with 2 foldable, plastic rotor 
blades. On/Off button and 2 AA batteries included. ?
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   plastic/PP
  ø  43 x 140 mm
   300 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

08976 Dog Waste 
Dispenser Dog
08976 Distributeurs de sacs 
pour déjections canines  
Chi 
Ideal for all dog owners. 15 Black plastic bag (thickness 
1.2 mm) in plastic dispenser in capsule form with a 
convenient slot. With the help of the plastic snap hooks, 
the bag dispenser can be attached comfortably at the 
belt or similar object, so that you always have both 
hands free. 

  plastic/ABS
  ø 25 x 115 mm
  500 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

06116 Lint Roll 
Sticky
06116 Brosse adhésive  
Sticky 
Classic lint roller for quick removal of animal hair and 
other lint on clothing. Its compact shape and slightly 
conical lid make it the perfect to use during travel. With 
30 tear-off adhesive sheets. Not refillable. 
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   plastic/Polypropylen
  60 x 40 x 40 mm
   100 pcs, individual carton + 
polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

  plastic
  122 x 35 x 25 mm
   200 pcs, individual carton + 
polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

07531 Headlamp 
Andros
07531 Lampe-torche de tête  
Andros
Ideal for walking, jogging or strolling. Bright light with 
two adjustable, elastic headbands for safe fastening 
and pleasant wearing comfort. The headlamp is 
equipped with a light strip which can be dimmed or set 
to full brightness.  
On/Off button and A3 AA batteries included. 

08795 Torch 
Treviso
08795 Lampe-torche  
Treviso
Torch to go. Bright light strip with 3 light functions - 
strong light, dimmed light, flashing light. Incl. stable 
snap hook, magnet on the backside, on/off switch and 
batteries,  
2 x 3V coin cells. ?

?

  metal/aluminium
  ø 20 x 70 mm
   500 pcs, individual carton + 
polybag

  laser engraving
  1

09076 Torch 
Opener, klein
09076 Lampe torche  
Opener, petit
A strong flyweight. Small torch with aluminium case, 
integrated bottle opener, rubberised push-button and  
a key ring on a chain. Bright luminosity with  
3 white LEDs. ?

   plastic/Polystyrol
  100 x 85 x 90 mm
   100 pcs, individual carton + 
polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

06093 Savings box 
Sweet Home
06093 Tirelire   
Sweet Home
The new building society box. Drop in a few coins every 
day and your dream of a new home will come closer. 
Savings box made of hard plastic. Ideal for banks. With 
twist-on lid underneath.
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  wood/cork
  ø 60 x 200 mm
  60 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

  wood/cork
  275 x 215 x 10 mm
  100 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

09498 Pencil case 
Cork
09498 Petite trousse  
Krok 
This cylindrical pencil case made from linen-coloured textile with 
cork exterior offers space for many pencils. Incl. zipper and strap. 

09497 Tablet-PC 
bag Cork
09497 Serviette tablette PC  
Kork 
A piece of nature for modern technology. Tablet PC bag 
made from linen textile, covered with cork. Closing of 
the bag by a button and a rubber strap. 
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  wood/cork
  ø 20 x 200 mm
  80 pcs, polybag

  transfer printing
  5

09496 Pen roll  
Cork
09496 Rouleau pour crayons  
Kork
Flexible cork. Pen roll covered with natural cork. The 
inside is made from linen-coloured textile and contains 
an eraser, a pencil sharpener, a wooden ruler and 12 
coloured pencils made from untreated wood. The 
overwrap prevents the utensils from falling out.  
The roll is closed by a button and a rubber strap.  

  wood/cork
  210 x 160 x 25 mm
  40 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

09495 Organizer 
Cork
09495 Agenda  
Kork
Beautiful file with cork on its outside and textile interior with  
zipper. Various  straps and flaps make sure that there is space  
for one eraser, one  sharpener, one ruler, two pencils, one fine  
liner and a notebook. The  outside is equipped with a brown PU badge.

  wood/cork
  210 x 140 x 14 mm
  40 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

09494 Notebook 
Cork
09494 Calepin  
Kork 
Pure nature. Very hand-friendly notebook with cork 
cover incl. black rubber  strap for closing. Format DIN 
A5, 80 sheets chequered, incl. bookmark. ˣ
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  textile/polyester
  230 x 175 xmm
   1000 pcs, polybag

   sublimation
  4

  textile/POLYACRYL
  230 x 120 mm
  300 pcs, polybag

  transfer printing
  5

08964 Mouse pad 
Microfiber
08964 Tapis de souris  
Microfibre
This mouse pad is flexible and skid-proof and convinces 
furthermore with a big advertising surface. The top 
side is completely realized in 4 colours and can be 
individually customized. On the bottom side the special 
anti-skid coating prevents slipping when the computer 
mouse is being used. Furthermore, the top surface can 
be used as a microfiber cloth for cleaning the screen or 
other items. 

06434 Smartphone 
gloves Touch
06434 Gants pour smartphone  
Touch
No more cold hands when using your smartphone 
and the like. Touch  gloves with capacitive material 
incorporated into the tips of the thumb,  index and 
middle fingers. 83 % polyacrylic, 7 % polyurethane,  
5 % elastane  and 5 % metal fibre. Ideal for smart-
phones and tablet PCs. 

  textile/polyester
  220 x 180 x 3 mm
   200 pcs, Blister

  sublimation
  4

08963 Mouse pad 
Subli
08963 Tapis de souris  
Subli
Mousepad designed to your taste. 100 % polyester 
fabric on 3mm soft rubber mat makes this mousepad 
really comfortable and hard-wearing. 4c  Sublimation 
finishing possible for your custom design. 

  PVC
  230 x 95 x 2 mm
  200 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

06844 Bag 
Waterproof Smartphone
06844 Pochette  
Waterproof Smartphone
Protects against external influences. With clip and 
hook-and-loop fastener.  Perfect for the beach, outings 
or holidays. 

˳ ˳

ˣ
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  textile
  90 x 55 x 4 mm
   1000 pcs, polybag

  transfer printing
  5

  plastic/silicone
  87 x 57 x 3 mm
   1000 pcs, polybag

  screen print
  1

08569 Smartphone- 
backside bag Sticky
08569 Pochette arrière pour 
smartphone Sticky
Practical storage pocket for your smartphone. Ideal for 
small items, such as in-ear headphone, debit cards or 
cash. With self adhesive backing and PVC-insert. Outer 
material made of Lycra cloth (Spandex). You can also 
remove it without leaving any remains. 

08084 Smartphone- 
backside bag Wave
08084 Porte-cartes et billets  
Wave pour smartphone
Flexible accessory made of silicone. Pocket for sticking 
onto the backside of a smartphone. Ideal for business 
cards or banknotes. Sticks very well and can be 
removed completely.

  plastic
  70 x 70 x 20 mm
   200 pcs, plasticetui + polybag

  UV-digital print
  5

09179 Headphone 
In Ear
09179 Ecouteur  
In Ear
Handy and compact. Soft in-ear headphones with 3 
pairs of plugs made from soft silicon in red, black and 
white. Packed in a black plastic box with transparent 
cover. Cable length: 1.06 m.

  plastic/ABS
  35 x 18 x 2 mm
   10000 pcs, without individual 
carton

  tampo pad print
  1

09462 Webcam 
Cover Cover
09462 Couverture de webcam  
Cover
Because your privacy is your own! Small gadget with 
a great effect for your  privacy. The cover for your 
webcam has two adhesive strips that can be  used to 
attach it over the camera. The slide mechanism allows 
your camera  to capture images of you only when you 
want it to. ɓ

ˣ
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  plastic/ABS
  203 x 147 x 113 mm
   30 pcs, individual carton + 
polybag

  tampo pad print
  1

08695 VR glasses 
Cyber
08695 Lunettes VR  
Cyber
High-quality VR glasses with stable distance and 
lens control as well as elastic headbands that can be 
adapted to any head size by the hook-and-loop fastener. 
The padded face foam offers a pleasing wearing 
comfort even in case of longer usage. Suitable for most 
smartphones. The front cover offers a large printable 
area of 16 x 6.5 cm and is securely attached to the 
glasses by means of magnets.

  paper/paperboard
  136 x 90 x 80 mm
  100 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

  plastic/silicone
  150 x 90 x 30 mm
  100 pcs, polybag

  screen print
  1

08693 VR glasses 
Cardboard
08693 Lunettes VR  
Cardboard
Enter the virtual world. With this cardboard you can 
experience virtual movies, games, 360° pictures and 
museum tours via free apps. Just put the  smartphone 
inside the set up cardboard glasses, close the lid using 
the  hook and loop fastener and fix it to the head by 
means of the flexible strap. Suitable for all standard 
smartphones with a display of 5.5“.

08694 VR glasses 
Entertainment
08694 Lunettes VR  
Entertainment
Great gadget. Foldable virtual reality glasses made from 
silicone and plastics. The smartphone can be fastened 
using the permanent plastic clips. For flexible use, flat 
when stored.
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  textile/felt
  230 x 110 x 55 mm
  250 pcs, polybag

  transfer printing
  1

06979 Case 
Felt
06979 Etui  
feutre
For old and young. Roomy zippered pocket for pens  
and other accessories. Tear-resistant and stable. 

   plastic/Polystyrol
  55 x 50 x 65 mm
  250 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

08633 Mobile holder 
Curved
08633 Support de téléphone 
mobile Curved
An elegant piece. Design mobile phone holder made 
from plastics with  pedestal and hole on the rear for 
passing through a charging cable. The  advertising 
space is placed optimally as it is always in the user‘s 
field of  vision. 

  textile/microfiber
  33 x 33 x 2 mm
   5000 pcs, polybag

   sublimation
  4

08926 Display-Cleaner 
Rectangle
08926 Nettoyant d’écran  
Rectangle
Clean display in no time at all. Square cleaner made of 
microfiber with plastic gel back. Can be stored ideally  
on smooth surfaces, if you do not need it. Individually 
packed in polythene bags with carrier card.

  plastic
  190 x 106 x 35 mm
   40 pcs, individual carton + 
polybag

  laser engraving
  1

09577 Calculator 
World Time
09577 Calculatrice  
World Time
Worldtime, digitaltime, calculator with 8 digits,  
date, alarm, snooze and  automatical shut of. ?

˳ˣ
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  textile/cotton
  210 x 148 x 15 mm
  50 pcs, polybag

  transfer printing
  5

06114 Notebook 
Cotton, DIN A5
06114 Cahier de notes  
Coton, DIN A5
Cool notebook with cotton (70 %) and polyester (30 %) binding  
including a beige elastic closure. Size DIN A5, 96 sheets (70 g) 
of natural-coloured paper, squared with date/date imprint and  
narrow border all around. Also with beige band as bookmark. 

06113 Notebook 
Cotton, DIN A4 
 
06113 Cahier de notes  
Coton, DIN A4 
 
06115 Notebook 
Cotton, DIN A6  
 
06115 Cahier de notes  
Coton, DIN A6

  plastic/PVC
  295 x 214 x 15 mm
  20 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

07093 Notebook 
Agenda, DIN A4
07093 Carnet  
Agenda, DIN A4
PVC coated notebook with black rubber band and 96  
chequered pages in  DIN A4. Quality of the paper:  
white 70g/qm, double-side offset. With  paperbag  
on the backside. 

07091 Notebook 
Agenda, DIN A6

07091 Carnet  
Agenda, DIN A6

07092 Notebook 
Agenda, DIN A5

07092 Carnet  
Agenda, DIN A5

  plastic/PVC
  DIN A5 / DIN A6  
  polybag

  UV-digital print
  5

ˣ

ɓ
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  textile/felt
  210 x 140 x 15 mm
  60 pcs, polybag

  transfer printing
  5

   plastic/Polyurethan
  210 x 150 x 13 mm
  40 pcs, polybag

  laser engraving
  5

08092 Notebook 
Felt, DIN A5
08092 Calepin  
Filz, DIN A5
Modern notebook with felt cover in anthracite and with 
black rubber band  for closing. 80 sheets (chequered) in 
DIN A5 format. Paper quality: white 70  g/m2, double-
side offset.

08950 Notebook 
2Tone, DIN A5
08950 Carnet  
2Tone, DIN A5
DIN A5 format notebook with 80 chequered sheets. The 
haptic and peculiar  two-color-effect which arises by 
laser engraving provides for a durable and  impressive 
advertising success. The textile ribbon in matching 
color rounds  off the stylish design. Ideal for individual 
item manufacturing.

  plastic
  297 x 210 x 13 mm
  40 pcs, polybag

  UV-digital print
  4

01002 Notebook 
Note, DIN A4
01002 Cahier  
Note DIN A4
Optimal for the office. Hardcover notebook with 80 checkered pages,  
elastic band for closing and a paper pocket on the last page. Due to  
special coating the outer material is more impassible. Available in  
black and white. DIN A4-format. 

01003 Notebook 
Note, DIN A5 

01003 Carnet  
Note, DIN A5

  plastic
  210 x 148 x 13 mm
  polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

ɓ

ˣ
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   plastic/Polystyrol
  85 x 30 x 41 mm
  250 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

   plastic/Polystyrol
  ø 60 x 30  mm
  500 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

08749 Clip 
Magnet
08749 Clip  
Magnet
The extra big plastic clip made from transparent PS and 
black PP with integrated magnets on the bottom side 
for attaching notes to the refrigerator and other metallic 
objects. Thanks to the jagged inside of the clip the 
notes are fixed particularly well.

08840 Magnet Clip 
Fridge
08840 Clip magnétique  
Fridge
Practical clip made of plastic (PS) with integrated 
magnet that securely attaches your small possessions 
to magnetic surfaces. The large, jagged clip surface 
makes it easy and safe to clamp a wide variety of items. 
In addition, the stable spring provides optimum support. 

  metal/aluminium
  95 x 60 x 5 mm
   400 pcs, individual carton + 
polybag

  laser engraving 
  1

09647 Card case  
Selection
09647 Etui pour cartes de 
visite  
Selection
Flat metal case with click closing. 

  metal/aluminium
  65 x 95 x 10 mm
   200 pcs, individual carton + 
polybag

  laser engraving
  1

08746 Business 
card holder Vita
08746 Étui pour cartes de 
visite  
Vita
Landscape format business card holder with a 
small silver metal plate for laser engraving as an 
enhancement. A magnet allows for the simple opening 
and closing of the cover. Imitation leather look on the 
outside, aluminium on the inside and velvet on the 
cover. 
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  Metall
  ø 9 x 130 mm
   1000 pcs, polybag

  laser engraving
  1

  metal/aluminium
  ø 10 x 141 mm
   500 pcs, polybag

  laser engraving
  1

  plastic/ABS
  ø 10 x 131 mm
   1000 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  1

  plastic/ABS
  80 x 25 x 5 mm
  500 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

06379 Pen 
Touch Pen
06379 Stylo à bille  
Touch Pen
Elegant pen with practical touch pen. Capacitive stylus 
pen for all smartphones and tablet PCs. The pen writes 
in blue and has a twist mechanism.

06450 Touch Pen 
Nelson
06450 Touch Pen  
Nelson
Not only elegant, but also very useful. Retractable 
ballpoint pen with blue  ink with high-quality aluminium 
body and touch function for all smartphones,  tablets 
etc. Particularly useful: with one push at the back end 
one can  switch between the two functions without 
turning the pen, because both  tips are located at  
one end. 

06448 Touch Pen 
Lightly
06448 Touch Pen  
Lightly
Super light, slim ballpoint pen with soft rubber at the top 
end for typing on touch screens. With blue ink, rotary 
mechanism and metal clip. In this way, the displays 
remain free from fingerprints and mess.

06468 Touch Pen 
3in1
06468 Touch Pen  
3in1
Ball pen (black ink), touch pen and shopping trolley chip 
in one item. Incl. metal keyring. Large advertising space 
but low weight due to the plastic housing (ABS + PS). 
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  wood
  ø 7 x 175 mm
   2500 pcs, without individual 
carton

  screen print
  1

06293 Pencil 
Nature, long
06293 Crayon à papier  
Nature, long
Made from natural wood. HB lead. Provided individually.  
The pencil has 6 printable sides.

  wood
  ø 7 x 190 mm
   2500 pcs, without individual 
carton

  tampo pad print
  5

  wood
  ø 7 x 176 mm
   2500 pcs, without individual 
carton

  tampo pad print
  1

06271 Pencil 
White, with eraser
06271 Crayon à papier   
White, avec gomme
Round pencil with integrated eraser on top. 

06259 Pencil 
Black
06259 Crayon à papier   
Black
You‘ll definitely need this some time. Round pencil with 
black coating. Lead hardness HB. Custom colours on 
request.

06287 Pencil 
Nature, short

06287 Crayon à papier  
Nature, court

  wood
  ø 7 x 85 mm
    2500 pcs, without individual 

carton

  screen print 
  1
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  paper/paperboard
  ø 43 x 195 mm
   100 pcs, without individual 
carton

  tampo pad print
  5

06294 Children’s 
painting set Lilli
06294 Kit de dessin pour 
enfant   
Lilli
Round pen holder with colour print, filled with 6 thick, 
unpainted crayons and 3 colouring pages for colouring. 
The holder is equipped with 2 plastic lids. This comes in 
hexagonal shape. 
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  wood
  180 x 90 x 9 mm
   144 pcs, individual carton

  4+
  screen print 
  1

06298 Crayon set 
Nature 12, long
06298 Lot de crayons à couleur   
Nature 12, longs
Long colouring pencils, unpainted and comes as a set of 12 in  
cardboard  packaging. All 12 pencils are hexagonal (6 sided)..

  paper/paperboard
  180 x 75 x 14 mm
   300 pcs, individual carton + 
polybag

  4+, 8
  tampo pad print
  5

04344 Children’s 
painting set Eko Line
04344 Kit de dessin pour 
enfant   
Ligne Écologique
Making the world a bit brighter. Childrens colouring set 
packed in naturally coloured cartons. With 10 coloured 
crayons made from natural wood in hexagonal form, 
1 small colouring book with 20 sides and different 
designs for painting, 1 plastic sharpener and 1 ruler with 
cm and inch scaling.

  wood
  ø 7 x 176 mm
   2500 pcs, without individual 
carton

  4+
  screen print
  1

06280 Crayon 
Rainbow, thin
06280 Crayon de couleur   
Rainbow, fin
Colouring pencil with protective lacquer and 4 colours 
of lead, in colours red, yellow, blue and green. Due to 
the hexagonal shape of the pencil there are 4 printable 
sides.

06297 Crayon set 
Nature 6, long

06297 Lot de crayons à couleur 
Nature 12,, longs

06292 Crayon set 
Nature 6, short

06292 Ensemble de crayons de couleur  
Nature 6, courts

  wood
  individual carton

  tampo pad print
  5
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  wood
  220 x 60 x 18 mm
   96 pcs, individual carton + 
polybag

  4+, 8
  screen print
  1

  paper/paperboard
  ø 35 x 108 mm
  120 pcs, polybag

  4+, 8
  tampo pad print
  5

06399 Crayon set  
Jumbo
06399 Set de crayons de 
couleurs   
Jumbo
6 thick, long crayons in triangular shape made of 
unpainted wood and 1 white pencil sharpener, packed in 
a slipcase made of natural-coloured cardboard (400 g). 

06408 Crayon set 
Sharpener
06408 Ensemble de crayons 
de couleur Sharpener
Handy 2in1 set containing 12 short, unpainted 
wooden colouring pencils in a cardboard cylinder, with 
transparent plastic cover and built in sharpener. All 
pencils are round. 

  wood
  220 x 64 x 18 mm
   240 pcs, individual carton

  4+, 8
  screen print
  1

06398 Crayon set 
Skinny
06398 Set de crayons de 
couleurs  
Skinny
12 long, unpainted crayons in triangular shape and 1 
white pencil sharpener for thin and thick pencils, packed 
in a slipcase made of natural-coloured cardboard (400 
g). 

  metal/aluminium
  310 x 40 x 3 mm
  180 pcs, polybag

  screen print
  1

09633 Ruler 
Metall
09633 Règle   
Metall
Ruler made of metal with printed 30cm scale. 
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  paper/paperboard
  ø 36 x 190 mm
   240 pcs, individual carton

  4+, 8
  tampo pad print 
  5

06690 Pencil holder 
Basic, large
06399 Carquois à crayons  
Basic, grand
Round cardboard pen holder, filled with 12 long,  
natural colouring pencils in hexagonal form. 

06691 Pencil holder 
Basic, small

06691 Carquois à crayons 
Basic, petit

  paper/paperboard
  ø 27 x 100 mm
   480 pcs, without individual 
carton

  4+ 
  tampo pad print, DC
  5
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  metal
  65 x 20 x 25 mm
   300 pcs, PVC-box

  6+, 1
  tampo pad print
  5

  plastic
  192 x 30 x 44 mm
   160 pcs, PVC-box

  6+, 1
  screen print
  4

  plastic
  190 x 30 x 45 mm
   160 pcs, PVC-box

  6+, 1
  screen print
  5

  plastic
  110 x 30 x 46 mm
   160 pcs, PVC-box

  6+, 1
  tampo pad print
  4

05369 Miniature 
vehicle Delivery van
05369 Véhicule miniature   
Camionnette de livraison
Miniature delivery van on 1:87 scale with many details. 
Custom colours on  request. Packed in blister carton. 

06714 Miniature 
vehicle MAN Truck
06714 Véhicule miniature  
Truck MAN
Miniature trucks on 1:87 scale with many details. 
Custom colours on request. Towing vehicle made of 
cast metal with plastic trailer. Packed in blister carton. 

06103 Miniature 
vehicle Volvo Truck
06103 Véhicule miniature  
Volvo Truck 
Miniature truck with three axles in the scale of 1:87 with 
many details. Special colours upon request. Towing 
vehicle made from metal injection moulding with trailer 
made from plastics. Blister board packaging. 

06715 Miniature 
vehicle Mercedes 
Truck, mini
06715 Véhicule miniature   
Mercedes Truck, mini 
Miniature trucks on 1:87 scale with many details. 
Custom colours on request. Towing vehicle made of 
cast metal with plastic trailer. Packed in blister carton. 
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  plastic
  195 x 30 x 45 mm
   160 pcs, PVC-box

  6+, 1
  screen print
  5

  plastic/ABS
  ø 75 x 14 mm
   200 pcs, individual carton + 
Blister

  3+, 1
  UV-digital print
  5

  plastic/ABS
  85 x 36 x 12 mm
   500 pcs, polybag

  3+, 1
  tampo pad print
  5

  plastic/ABS
  ø 75 x 13 mm
   200 pcs, polybag

  3+, 1
  UV-digital print
  5

06716 Miniature 
vehicle Mercedes Truck
06716 Véhicule miniature   
Truck Mercedes
Miniature trucks on 1:87 scale with many details. 
Custom colours on request. Towing vehicle made of 
cast metal with plastic trailer. Packed in blister carton. 

09483 Hand spinner 
LED
09483 Spinner manuel   
LED
Equipped with three different lighting functions, this 
spinner thrills its users.  In each arm are fitted a red, a 
green and a blue LED, which can be set to  fast, medium 
or slow flashing. All three lamp arms can be individually 
turned  on and off. Thanks to the high quality ball 
bearing, the spinner can easily  be rotated for a long 
time, which results in a great effect when the lights are  
turned on. Includes batteries (3 x AG3). 

08946 Spinner 
Opener
08946 Spinner 
Ouvre-Bouteille 
The gadget with something extra. Fast spinner with two 
opposite integrated cap lifters. Let it swirl first, then 
open the beverages for the guests...an eye-catcher and 
ideal against internal unrest and fidgety hands. 

09486 Hand spinner 
Twist
09486 Spinner manuel 
Twist 
Great gadget for reducing stress, tension or internal 
unrest. Thanks to the  high-quality stainless steel ball 
bearing the hand spinner can be spun easily  between 
the fingers. Reaction time: approx. 2 minutes with 
optimum  handling,? ɓ

ɓ
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  plastic
  ø 25 x 87 mm
   720 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

09428 Hourglass 
Siena
09428 Sablier  
Siena
Whether for brushing the teeth or for certain time 
limit games, this hourglass is perfectly suitable for 
measuring exactly 2 minutes. The housing is made from 
plastic and therefore will not break as easily as glass. 
The feet are of contrasting colours. 

  plastic
  ø 55 x 35 mm
   300 pcs, polybag

  6+
  tampo pad print
  5

  wood/beechwood
  ø 33 38 mm
   2000 pcs, without individual 
carton

  3+
  tampo pad print
  5

   wood
  ø 51 x 25 mm
   400 pcs

  3+
  tampo pad print 
  5

08753 Yo-yo 
Light
08753 Yo-yo  
Light 
Transparent yo-yo with freewheel and centrifugal  
function. Includes LED and batteries. 

02010 Top  
Classic wood
02010 Toupie  
Bois Classic
Classic top made of natural beech wood. 

08755 Yo-yo 
Timber
08755 Yoyo   
Timber
Classic shape. Made from solid Lotus wood. Yo-Yo 
efficient advertising space and cotton cord. 
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  textile/polyester
  330 x 260 x 2 mm
   300 pcs, polyester-etui

  6+, 3
  transfer printing
  5

  textile/polyester
  695 x 580 x 4 mm
   200 pcs, Polyesteretui

  6+, 3
  transfer printing
  5

05011 Kite 
Pocket
05011 Cerf-volant  
Poket 
Small, simple kite with 20m string on a reel. Packed in a 
mini pouch with keyring. Easily visible thanks to signal 
colour and perfect for travelling due to compact size. 

06099 Kite 
Diamond
06099 Dragon   
Diamond
The advertising message is in the air. Prettier, bigger 
Dragon in traditional Polyester form with a black border 
and ultra light, robust fibre-glass frame. Including a 
black tail and a plastic reel with an XXm long cord. 

  textile/nylon
  1250 x 530 x 15 mm
   100 pcs, nylon-etui + polybag

  6+, 3
  transfer printing
  4

05010 Kite  
Volare
05010 LenkCerf-volant  
Volare 
Send your ad into the sky. Fantastic kite made of nylon 
with fibreglass frame, 2 plastic handles and 30m of line. 
Includes nylon sleeve with hookand-loop fastener for 
easy stowing of the whole kite. Advertising space on  
the sleeve and on the kite itself.

  leather/artificial leather
  ø 62 mm
  50 pcs, polybag

  5+
  tampo pad print
  1

06212 Juggling ball 
set Clown, large
06212 Jeu de balles de 
jonglage  
Clown, grosses
Set of 2 colourful juggling balls, made of soft artificial 
leather with granulate filling. 7 cm diameter. Fit your 
hands perfectly, great for beginners and experts. 

ˣ ˣ

ˣ
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   plastic/PU
  ø 42 mm
   1000 pcs, without individual 
carton

  3+, 1
  screen print
  1

   plastic/PU
  ø 70 mm
   250 pcs, without individual 
carton

  3+, 1
  screen print
  1

01225 Softball 
Mini 42
01225 Balle en mousse  
Mini 42 
Ultra soft softball made of PU foam. Ideal for ball 
gamers.

01240 Softball 
Midi 70
01240 Balle en mousse   
Midi 70
Ultra soft softball made of PU foam. Ideal for ball 
gamers.

  metal
  78 x 30 x 10 mm
   250 pcs, individual carton + 
polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

09317 Whistle 
Arena
09317 Sifflet à roulette   
Stadion
A whistle that makes noise. Robust whistle made from 
brushed metal with zinc alloy on the top side and black 
ABS on the bottom side. Including key ring (diameter: 
33mm). 
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  plastic/ABS
  70 x 40 x 52 mm
   250 pcs, individual carton

  tampo pad print
  5

08722 USB car 
adapter Dual
08722 Adaptateur USB pour 
voiture Dual
This elegant USB car adapter allows you to charge not 
one but two devices while driving. Can be plugged into 
all standard cigarette lighters. 2 x 5V USB outputs. Incl. 
white light. 
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  textile/nylon
  440 x 380 x 5 mm
  200 pcs, polybag

  screen print
  5

  plastic
  405 x 90 x 100 mm
  60 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print 
  5

06019 Ice scraper 
Bi-Part
06019 Raclette à givre   
Bi-Part 
The perfect combination in snow and ice. Ice scraper 
with long handle and smooth scraping edge, combined 
with a practical handbrush. Can be used separately 
or assembled. The curved carving edge makes ice 
scraping easier. 

  plastic
   300 x 160 x 25 mm
  100 pcs, polybag

  transfer printing
  5

06745 Shade set 
Umbra
06745 Kit de rideaux pare-
soleil   
Umbra 
2-part shade set with suction cup. Foldable and easy to 
attach.. 

06003 Ice scraper 
Vision, with glove
06003 Raclette à givre  
Vision, avec gant
Protection against ice and cold. Lined gloves with soft 
fleece inner and removable ice scraper with grip and 
smooth scraping edge. 

  plastic/ABS
  ø 45 x 40 mm
   200 pcs, individual carton + 
polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

08723 Magnetic car 
holder Universal
08723 Support magnétique  
Universal, pour véhicule 
Always in the range of vision without leaving suction 
cup traces on the windscreen. Smartphone holder for air 
vent installation in cars. The plastic holder features an 
integrated magnet. The two separate magnetic plates 
can either be stuck onto the protective tray or inserted 
between the smartphone and the protective cover.. ˣ
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   plastic/artificial leather
  176 x 250 x 4 mm
  200 pcs, polybag

  screen print
  1

  textile/felt
  265 x 215 x 7 mm
  200 pcs, polybag

  transfer printing
  5

06518 Wallet 
Cash
06518 Porte-monnaie  
Cash
Large, rectangular bag made of synthetic leather with 
zip fastener. Ideal for storing and transporting cash. 

06992 Tablet PC case 
Felt
06992 Sacoche de PC plat  
feutre 
Case for standard-sized tablet computer. The opening 
with hook-and-loop  fastener is on the long side.. 

  metal
  80 x 33 x 16 mm
  500 pcs, polybag

  Doming
  4

09533 ID card holder  
ID
09533 Porte-documents 
d’identité  
ID
Elegant. Holder with pull-back and clip for attaching IDs. 
Includes clamp for attaching to clothing. 

  plastic
  92 x 70 x 5 mm
  500 pcs, polybag

  screen print
  5

06628 ID card holder 
Hard Plastic
06628 Porte-badge 
Hard Plastic
Protects cards, ID cards and tickets at different events. 
Ideal for attaching to lanyards. Horizontal format. 

ˣ
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  plastic/PVC
  250 x 30 x 2 mm
   1000 pcs, without individual carton

  tampo pad print
  5

08776 Snap bracelet  
Clacky, 25 cm white
08776 Bracelet auto-serrant  
Clacky, 25 cm blanc 
White bracelet with snap-function. Universally usable with safety  
information on the backside. Non-reflecting! Length: 25 cm.. 

08778 Snap bracelet 
Clacky, 31 cm white

08778 Bracelet auto-serrant  
Clacky, 31 cm blanc

08774 Snap bracelet 
Clacky, 22 cm white

08774 Bracelet auto-serrant  
Clacky, 22 cm blanc

  plastic/PVC
  220 x 30 x 2 mm
   1000 pcs, without individual 
carton

  tampo pad print
  5

08770 Snap bracelet 
Shine, 22 cm
08770 Bracelet auto-serrant  
Shine, 22 cm 
Bracelet with snap-function. Universally usable with safety  
information on  the backside. Available in silver and yellow.  
Reflecting acc. to EN 13356! Length: 22 cm. 

08771 Snap bracelet 
Shine, 25 cm

08771 Sac de refroidissement  
Shine, 25 cm

08772 Snap bracelet 
Shine, 31 cm

08772 Sac de refroidissement  
Shine, 31 cm
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  textile/polyester
  250 x 210 x 85 mm
  20 pcs

  tampo pad print
  5

09060 Traffic safety  
jacket, Standard, set of  
5 in case
09060 Gilet de sécurité  
Standard, ensemble de 5 dans l
A safety jacket for every car passenger. Practical 5 piece set of safety  
jackets made from 100 % polyester with strong reflective stripes for  
optimal safety in the dark. One size fits all - XXL. the default is  
available in suitable nylon case. According to code  
DIN EN ISO 20471:2013.. 

   textile/polyester/nylon
  185 x 40 x 100 mm
  50 pcs, polybag

  screen print
  1

09994 Safety vest 
Compact
09994 Set de gilets 
fluorescents de sécurité 
Kompakt 
Ideal for the two-seater. Two neon-coloured safety vests 
with reflective strips and black piping. Conveniently 
packaged in a black nylon bag with zipper. Standard size 
XXL. According to DIN EN ISO 20471:2013. In screen 
printing only in black, silver or silver reflective printable. 

09058 Case 
Safety vest for set of 5 
 
09058 Étui   
gilet fluorescent de 
sécurité, pour jeu de 5

  textile
  285 x 255 x 4 mm
   500 pcs 

  transfer printing
  5

  textile/polyester
   630 x 650 x 4 mm
  100 pcs, polybag

  transfer printing
  5

09054 Function jacket 
Standard, in polybag
09054 Gilet de function  
Standard, dans un polybag
Coloured jackets made of 100 % polyester with 
reflecting stripes. Ideal for  clear identification 
of important persons on big events or for team  
identification in team sports. Single size XXL.. 

ˣ

ˣ
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   textile/polyester/nylon
  250 x 210 x 85 mm
  25 pcs, polybag

  transfer printing
  5

09085 Safety vest set 
Family
09085 Jeu de gilets de 
signalisation Family 
The family set with four safety vests, consisting of two 
safety vests for adults (size XXL according to DIN EN 
ISO 20471:2013) und two safety vests for children (size 
M according to DIN EN 1150:1999). Safety vests packed 
individually in a plastic bag and together in a nylon 
case.. 

   textile
   320 x 400 x 6 mm
  100 pcs, polybag

  screen print
  5

06640 Gym bag 
Reflector
06640 Sac de gymnastique  
Réflecteur 
Sports bag made of reflecting material and additional 
reflector stripes. With practical cord, can be worn as a 
rucksack or shoulder bag. Ideal for schoolchildren.

  textile/polyester
  635 x 660 x 3 mm
  100 pcs, polybag

  transfer printing
  5

09004 Traffic safety jacket 
Standard, poly bag
09004 Gilet réfléchissant  
Standard, sachet en polyéthyl
Made of 100 % Polyester. Powerful reflection strips for perfect  
protection in the dark. Single size XXL. Available in poly bag as  
standard. With DIN EN ISO 20471:2013. In screen printing  
only in black, silver or silver reflective printable. 

09053 Traffic safety jacket 
Kids

09053 Veste de sécurité  
Kids 
 
09404 Traffic safety jacket  
Standard, case

09404 Gilet réfléchissant  
Standard, étui 

   textile/polyester/nylon
  650 x 630 x 2 mm
   100 pcs, Polyesteretui + polybag

  transfer printing
  5

ˣ

ˣ
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  textile/nylon
  180 x 40 x 3 mm
   1000 pcs, polybag

  transfer printing
  5

  plastic/ABS
  97 x 56 x 4 mm
  500 pcs, polybag

  UV-digital print
  5

09535 Luggage tag  
Carabiner
09535 Étiquette de valise 
Mousqueton 
textilee luggage tag with metal carabiner as fastener. 
Rubber field for entering name, address and phone 
number. Custom colours as of 5,000 units.

06107 Carrier 
Travel
06107 Porte-bagages  
Travel 
Openable luggage tag in the shape of a suitcase with 
pre-printed insert inside. Only the name is clearly 
visible through the viewing window when closed. Incl. 
transparent PVC strap for easy attachment to travel 
bags and suitcases.

  textile/nylon
  400 x 25 mm
  500 pcs, polybag

  transfer printing
  5

01007 Jacket holder 
Carry
01007 Porte-veste  
Carry 
Free hands, space in your backpack and your jacket is 
still safely stored? This is possible with the new jacket 
holder “Carry” Secure your jacket with this practical, 
anti-slip coated jacket holder. With the carabiner, the 
holder can be securely attached to the backpack with 
just one movement. Available in black and grey color. ˣˣ

ɓ
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  textile/Polypropylen
  420 x 375 x 2 mm
   200 pcs, without individual 
carton

  screen print
  1

  textile/Polypropylen
   330 x 265 x 380 mm
   150 pcs, without individual 
carton

  screen print
  1

  textile/Polypropylen
   290 x 100 x 380 mm
   200 pcs, without individual 
carton

  screen print
  1

06431 Carrier bag 
Shopping
07745 Sac 
Shopping 
Stable, tear-proof bag, practical format with short 
straps. Offers a large advertising surface and long 
service life. 

06440 Carrier bag 
L-Shopping
06440 Sacoche  
L-Shopping 
Non-woven bag with large bottom gusset for lots of storage.  
Short handles and light material.

06439 Carrier bag 
Shopper
06439 Sacoche 
Shopper 
Stable, light, non-woven bag with short handles and 
black side gussets. Available in white/black, blue/black 
and red/black. 

06452 Carrier bag 
S-Shopping

06452 Sacoche  
S-Shopping

06441 Carrier bag 
XL-Shopping

06441 Sacoche  
XL-Shopping
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  textile/Polypropylen
   300 x 195 x 300 mm
   200 pcs, without individual 
carton

  screen print
  1

06520 Bottle bag 
Six 4 You
06520 Sac à bouteilles  
Six 4 You
With 2 handles and space for 6 bottles. The sewn-in 
bottle separator prevents broken bottles and noise 
when transporting glass bottles. Suitable for 1,5 L PET 

  textile/Polypropylen
   330 x 120 x 370 mm
   100 pcs, without individual carton

   transfer printing
  5

   textile/polyester
   280 x 240 x 160 mm
   100 pcs, without individual 
carton

  screen print
  1

06460 Carry bag 
Non Woven, aminated, big
06460 Sac  
Non Woven (non-tissé) laminé, grand
It simply offers more space. Strong bag made of Non Woven  
with a water-repellent lamination for more stability. More  
space thanks to  an additional bottom fold. The two  
handles don’t have any lamination  in order to offer  
a gentler feel.

06519 Bottle bag 
Deluxe
06519 Sac à bouteille  
Deluxe
Light, folding bag with space for 6 bottles in separate 
compartments. The reinforced handle also ensures 
safe and pleasant carrying. Ideal for bottles bought 
separately - suitable for 1,5 L PET. 

06459 Carry bag 
Non-Woven, aminated, small

06459 Sac  
Non Woven (non-tissé) laminé, petit

  textile/Polypropylen
  255 x 110 x 330 mm
   100 pcs, without individual 
carton

  screen print 
  1

ˣ
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   textile/polyester
   455 x 265 x 245 mm
  6 pcs, polybag

  screen print
  1

08367 Shopping basket 
Chapeau
08367 Panier  
Chapeau
Keeps everything inside. Great, stable shopping basket 
with aluminium frame and polyester covering, incl. 
zipper compartment on the outside and rigid bottom. 
Two nets can be attached to the two foldable handles 
using Hook and loop fasteners. The nets are attached 
via zippers at the basket itself. Useful and at the same 
time flexible. 

   plastic/Polypropylen
  180 x 240 x 260 mm
  30 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

09161 Folding box  
Fresh, small
09161 Boite pliable 
Fresh, petite
Clever, foldable bag made from non-woven material with stable  
cardboard inlay on the sides as well as in the bottom and the lid.  
The bag is perfect for transporting delicate food products. It is  
very space-saving when folded - it is stable when unfolded.  
With 5.5 cm wide overflaps incl. hook-and-loop fastener for  
secure closure. The durable carrying handles with push button  
guarantee a pleasant feel without applying pressure to the hands.

09160 Folding box 
Fresh, large 
 
09160 Boite pliable 
Fresh, grande 
 
09168 Cooling Box 
Fresh, small 
 
09168 Glacière 
Fresh, petite 
 
09169 Cooling Box 
Fresh, large 
 
09169 Glacière 
Fresh, grande
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  plastic/PVC
  470 x 110 x 110 mm
  120 pcs, polybag

  screen print
  1

08689 Wine  
carry bag 
Avignon
08689 Sac de transport pour 
vin  
Avignon
Transporting and cooling at the same time. Carry bag 
made from transparent PVC for one bottle of white 
wine, sparkling whine or champagne. Can be filled with 
ice cubes for cooling the content. Can also be used as 
elegant gift bag. 
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  textile/Polypropylen
  330 x 200 x 380 mm
   100 pcs, without individual 
carton

   transfer printing
  5

  textile/Polypropylen
  380 x 120 x 330 mm
   200 pcs, without individual 
carton

  screen print
  1

09290 Carry bag 
Paper, in portrait format
09290 Sac de transport  
Bolsa, format vertical
So much space! Useful non-woven-bag with large 
bottom and side fold and front pocket for extreme 
storage space. The all-over wave design guarantees 
a particularly high-quality look of the bag. The bag 
features a non-woven piping which prevents the 
material from fraying. 

09291 Carry bag 
Paper, in horizontal format
09291 Sac de transport   
Bolsa, format horizontal
The perfect shopping companion. Useful non-woven-
bag with large bottom fold and front pocket for much 
storage space. The all-over wave design guarantees a 
particularly high-quality look of the bag. The mesh side 
pocket is perfect for transporting e.g. drinking bottles. 
The bag features a non-woven piping which prevents the 
material from fraying.

   textile/polyester
  390 x 340 mm
   300 pcs, without individual 
carton

   transfer printing
  5

08940 Shopping Bag 
Tiny
08940 Sac à provisions  
Tiny
Foldable polyester shopping bag with a long handle for 
added comfort. The polyester case is sewn to the upper 
edge of the bag and therefore it cannot get lost. Load 
capacity: 10kg 

  textile/Polypropylen
  355 x 420 x 105 mm
   200 pcs, without individual 
carton

  screen print
  1

06522 Carrier bag 
Non Woven
06522 Sac 
Non tissé
Stable shopping bag with 2 short handles and bottom 
fold for more interior volume. ˣ

ˣ
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   textile/polyester
  390 x 120 x 450 mm
   120 pcs, without individual 
carton

  screen print
  1

08941 Cool Bag  
Diamond
08941 Sac réfrigérant  
Diamond
Keep cool anywhere when travelling. Practical cool bag 
made of polyester with aluminium foil inside in stylish 
Diamond design. The bag has a zipper to store the 
purchases safely and to support the insulating effect. 
Folds into a handy case with zipper. Load capacity: 10kg

  textile/PP
  375 x 240 x 340 mm
   50 pcs, without individual carton

  screen print
  1

  textile/PP
  300 x 410 x 100 mm
   60 pcs, without individual carton

  screen print 
  1

07445 Cool bag 
Non Woven
07445 Sac fraîcheur 
Non Woven
Medium-sized non-woven bag with aluminium lining for 
transporting chilled goods. Includes zipper and handles. 
Film thickness: 2 mm. 

07447 Cool bag 
Picnic Cooler
07447 Sac fraîcheur  
Picnic Cooler
Practical cool bag made of non-woven and isolated with 
a 2 mm thick  foam and aluminium foil. Zipper included.

   textile/190T Polyester
  520 x 470 x 4 mm
  400 pcs, polybag

  heat transfer
  5

06551 Shopping bag 
Pocket
06551 Sac à provisions  
Pocket
Folding polyester bag in small polyester case with stud 
fastener. Includes hook for keyring or for attaching to 
the bag. ˳
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  paper/paperboard
   410 x 150 x 320 mm
   50 pcs, without individual carton

  screen print
  1

  paper/paperboard
   275 x 100 x 240 mm
   100 pcs, without individual 
carton

  screen print
  1

08886 Cool Bag  
Paper, large
08886 Sac de refroidissement 
Papier, grand
The perfect companion for your meals - whether in the office, 
at school or when travelling. Due to the aluminium foil inside 
the flexible cool bag looks like a classic paper bag, but keeps 
food cool for several hours. The bag is closed with two Velcro 
fasteners. The outer material is made of craft paper and can 
be written on again and again with pencil and erasable ink. 
Volume: 6,0 litres. 

08887 Cool Bag 
Paper, small

08887 Sac de refroidissement  
Papier, petit

Volume: 3,0 Liter. 
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  paper/paperboard
  190 x 290 x 100 mm
  100 pcs, polybag

  screen print
  1

08566 Cool bag 
Paper, big
08566 Sac isotherme  
Paper, grand
A paper bag with surprise effect. The outside of the bag is made of  
kraft paper and features an additional pocket on the front. The main  
compartment is lined with a 2 mm thick insulating aluminium foil  
which allows transporting temperature-sensitive food. With practical  
handle and turnover cover with hook-and-loop fastener as well  
as piping in matching colours.. 

08567 Cool bag 
Paper, small

08567 Sac isotherme  
Paper, petit

  paper/paperboard
  200 x 140 x 140 mm
  100 pcs, polybag

  screen print
  1

   textile/polyester
   320 x 140 x 460 mm
   100 pcs, without individual 
carton

  tampo pad print
  5

01035 Backpack 
Piega
01035 Sac à dos  
Piega
Storage space to take with you. Spacious backpack, stowed  
folded up in sewn-on case. With two adjustable, padded straps,  
two open side pockets and case as additional compartment.  
Main compartment with zipper and two sliders. Load capacity  
max. 10kg, volume 30 litres. 

01034 Shopping bag 
Piega
01034 Sac à provisions  
Piega
No more plastic bags. Large shopping bag which can be 
folded and stowed away compactly in its sewn-on case. 
When unfolded, the side compartment can be used as an 
additional compartment. Incl. zipper with with two sliders. 
Load capacity max. 5kg, volume: 16 litres.

   textile/polyester
  360 x 120 x 450 mm
   100 pcs, without individual 
carton

  tampo pad print
  5
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   textile/210T Polyester
  400 x 300 mm
  100 pcs, polybag

  transfer printing
  5

09840 Sports bag 
Rucksack
09840 Sac de sport 
Rucksack
Sports bag with replacable name tag, cord and 
reinforced corners that prevent tearing Can be  
worn as a rucksack or shoulder bag.

  textile/Polypropylen
  335 x 420 mm
   300 pcs, without individual 
carton

  screen print
  1

09448 Gym bag 
Hipster
09448 Sac de sport  
Hipster
Trendy gym bag made from non-woven material in beautiful wave  
design. The drawcord and the strong cords guarantee a secure  
closure of the bag. Usable as rucksack or shoulder bag.

  textile/Polypropylen
  1100 x 595 x 30 mm
   100 pcs, without individual 
carton

  screen print
  5

06524 Suit bag 
Non Woven
06524 Sac à vêtements  
Non tissé
Folding suit bag with handle, large compartment for 
clothes and side compartment with zip. Stud fasteners 
attach the lower and upper halves.

09355 Gym bag  
Cool

09355 Sac de sport  
Cool

Stylish and useful, all in one item. This clever cooling 
bag in the design of gym bag convinces with its 
inside aluminium foil. In combination with the 3 mm 
thick foam, it guarantees prolonged cooling of your 
beverages and meals. Easy to clean with a moist cloth. 

   textile/Polyester
  400 x 330 x 5 mm
   50 pcs, polybag

  screen print
  1

ˣ
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  plastic/PVC
  350 x 240 x 95 mm
  100 pcs, polybag

  transfer printing
  1

06186 Head rest 
inflatable
06186 Appui-nuque  
Gonflable
Ideal for travelling. 6P phthalate free! Made of skin-
friendly material with velvety surface. Supplied in 
protective sheath.

  plastic/Polypropylen
  166 x 40 x 145 mm
  100 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print 
  5

08379 Toilet bag set 
Globetrotter
08379 Ensemble de trousse de 
toilette Globetrotter 
Ideal for flights. Toilet bag set consisting of two silicone 
tubes with plastic screw cap for easy filling and squeeze 
closure for easy squeezing and against uncontrolled 
pouring of liquids. In addition, five stacked screw tins 
packed in a transparent toilet bag with zip closure. ˣ
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   textile/polyester
  195 x 90 x 80 mm
   50 pcs, polybag

  screen print
  1

   textile/polyester
  230 x 260 x 75 mm
   500 pcs, polybag

  screen print
  1

08356 Handy 
bicycle bag Alaska
08356 Sac de vélo pour 
téléphone portable Alaska
 Accessible on mobile, even when cycling. Very handy 
carrying bag with front compartment for smartphones 
including PVC-window with touch function, outlet for 
headphone, full-length zipper and storage space for 
various small things. It is possible to attach at the 
structure of the bicycle by means of three hook-and-
loop fastener straps. The special anti-slip coating 
prevents slipping and protects the paint. 

09327 Bicycle 
Saddle Cover Velo
09327 Housse de selle de vélo  
Velo
Protects the bicycle saddle from dirt and water 
splashes. The elasticated band makes it easy to attach 
the cover over the saddle. Due to the etui with push 
button and carabiner hook the cover can be transported 
also in wet condition, without touching other items.

  metal/steel
  80 x 55 x 60 mm
   1000 pcs, individual carton + 
polybag

  tampo pad print
  1

01010 Bicycle bell 
Attention
01010 Sonnette de bicyclette  
Attention
Attention on the Road! Black bicycle bell in classic 
design. The bell can be easily and securely fastened to 
the handlebar with a screw closure. Packed in a brown 
cardboard box. 
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  wood/bast
   1700 x 600 x 5 x 70 mm
   50 pcs, polybag

  transfer printing
  5

06385 Beach mat 
Nature
06385 Tapis de plage   
Nature
Compact and ultra light roll-up mat with carrying belt 
and zip closure. ˣ
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   plastic/PC
   155 x 147 x 50 mm
  300 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print 
  5

07745 Sunglasses 
Standard
07745 Lunettes de soleil  
Standard
A lightweight classic. Available in different colours. The 
frame is made of lightweight PC, the acrylic lenses are 
tinted and provide UV-400 protection. Lightweight and 
comfortable to wear. Filter category 3.

  Textile
  90 x 45 x 10 mm
  500 pcs, polybag

  UV-digital printk
  4

08999 Case with 
Microfibre Cloth Clean
08999 Étui avec chiffon 
microfibre Clean
So that glasses, screens and displays always stay clean! 
Small case with optimally usable advertising space 
and a 13 x 13 cm microfibre cloth. The small case can 
be stored in every handbag and trouser pocket and is 
therefore always at hand. The finish is applied over the 
entire surface of the top side by means of UV digital 
printing.

   textile/felt
  180 x 90 x 7 mm
  500 pcs, polybag

  screen print
  5

   plastic/PS
  59 x 38 x 7 mm
   1000 pcs, without individual 
carton

  tampo pad print
  5

08064 Felt case 
Vario
08064 Pochette en feutre  
Vario
Versatile carrying case made of 3mm thick felt. Sewn on 
three sides and open on a short side. Ideal for glasses, 
cell phones, and other things that need to be protected 
from scratches and bumps.

04120 Rotating keyring 
Point, with chip
04120 Porte-clés rotatif  
Point, avec jeton
Ultra-light key fob with keyring and a rotating 
compartment to hold a shopping cart chip. ɓ
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  metal/zinc
  ø 20 x 50 mm
   140 pcs, gift box + slipcase

  laser engraving
  1

   metal/stainless steel
  59 x 35 x 2 mm
   900 pcs, individual carton + 
polybag

  laser engraving
  1

09061 Key pendant 
Apartment
09061 Porte clés 
Apartment
Small model in the shape of the classical hotel key 
pendant, made of massive metal with zinc alloy and 
rubber ring. 

09457 Keyring 
Sliddy
09457 Anneau porte-clé 
Sliddy
A real designer piece. Elegant accessory made from 
spring steel for easily attaching keys without damaging 
the fingernails. Just thread one key after the other... 
done. With efficient advertising space.

  metal
  ø 35 x 5 mm
  300 pcs, polybag

  laser engraving
  1

09063 Chip key 
pendant Business
09063 Porte clés  
Business
Round chip key pendant made of matt brush-finished 
metal with chip for a shopping trolley. 

  metal
  84 x 23 x 7 mm
   1200 pcs, polybag

  laser engraving
  1

04128 Chip keyring 
Elegance
04128 Porte-clés à jeton  
Elegance
Always at hand. Useful metal shopping cart chip made 
of metal with carabiner hook and keyring. 
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  metal/aluminium
  60 x 7 x 10 mm
   1500 pcs, polybag

  laser engraving
  1

  metal/aluminium
  64 x 15 x 15 mm
   individual carton + polybag

  laser engraving
  1

  metal
  54 x 27 x 7 mm
   200 pcs, individual carton + 
polybag

  tampo pad print
  1

06000 Keyring 
Parma
06000 Porte-clés  
Parma
Light as a feather and so practical. Bottle opener made 
of a light and stable aluminium alloy. With metal keyring.

09599 Key pendant 
Open
09599 Porte clés  
Open
Key pendant with opener for bottles and tins made of 
metal. 

09569 Key pendant 
Knife
09569 Porte clés  
Knife
Pocket knife with key ring and plastic case. Incl. knife, 
rasp, scissors and  bottle opener.

  plastic/ABS
  70 x 30 x 7 mm
   1000 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

08983 Keyring pendant 
Letter Opener
08983 Porte-clé  
Letter Opener
Keyring pendant made from plastics incl. keyring and 
small integrated bottle opener. The blade features an 
automatic retract function to prevent injuries. 
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  plastic
  63 x 42 x 5 mm
   1000 pcs, without individual 
carton

  tampo pad print
  5

07946 Keyring 
Inlay 50*35
07946 Porte-clés 
Inlay 50*35
Big. Transparent key fob, rectangular shape with keyring.  
Logo possible as customisable paper insert. 

07946
07945

08910

08910 Keyring Rectangle

08910 Porte-clés  
Rectangle

07945 Keyring Inlay 35*24

07945 Porte-clés  
Inlay 35*24

08910 Keyring „Rectangle“
  57 x 37 mm

07945 Keyring “Inlay 35*24”
  47 x 30 x 6 mm
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   textile/felt
  120 x 25 x 5 mm
   2000 pcs, polybag

  transfer printing
  5

   metal/stainless steel
  125 x 25 x 20 mm
   200 pcs, individual carton + 
polybag

  UV-digital print
  5

06885 Felt pendant 
Strap
06885 Porte-clé Filz  
Strap
Strong and tear-proof. Trendy pendant made of two-
layer felt with metal eye and metal key ring. Rugged 
thanks to felt layers of 2 mm each. 

01016 Key fob  
Care
01016 Porte-clés 
Care
Practical keychain with integrated manicure set. The 
set includes a nail clipper, a file, tweezers and a cuticle 
pusher. These are certainly fixed by magnets in the 
matching compartments in a grey sliding case. Incl. 
keyring for fixing. 

  plastic/ABS
  78 x 32 x 14 mm
  500 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

  plastic/ABS
  65 x 40 x 15 mm
   144 pcs, Blisterkarte

  tampo pad print
  5

07530 Keyring pendant 
Flashlight
07530 Porte-clés  
Flashlight
Handy LED lamp with metal keyring. It only lights when 
the button is pressed. Large advertising space and low 
 weight due to the plastic housing (ABS). 

01001 Keyring 
Alarm
01001 Porte-clés  
alarme
For your safety! Small keyring pendant with loud 
signal tone (120 dB) which can be attached to bags, 
belt loops or keyrings. When pulling down the plastic 
housing the metal pin slides out of the housing and the 
alarm goes off. If the pin is pushed back, the warning 
signal goes silent. Can be re-used. At the touch of a 
button a red LED can be activated. Incl. three LR44 
button cell batteries (1.5 Volt). ? ?

ˣɓ
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   textile/felt
  ø 60 x 5 mm
   2500 pcs, polybag

  transfer printing
  5

06958 Felt pendant  
Motiv
06958 Porte-clé Filz  
Motiv
Trendy accessory for your key ring. Heart or flower-
shaped pendant made of 3 mm felt, with metal eye  
and key ring. ˣ
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  plastic/Acryl
  40 x 15 mm
   1000 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

08899 Key pendant 
Spirit Level
08899 Porte-clés  
Niveau à bulle
Practical key pendant with integrated spirit level. 
Includes key chain and key ring. 

  plastic/ABS
  79 x 16 x 16 mm
   1000 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

08959 Keyring 
2 in 1
08959 Porte-clés 
2 en 1
Multi functional pendant with key ring, bottle opener, 
opener for cans of drinks and integrated stand for a 
smartphone. By pulling on the key ring, the phone holder 
appears and the phone can be clamped securely.. 

   plastic/PS
  70 x 30 x 18 mm
   1700 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

08750 Keyring 
Crown Cap
08750 L anneau porte-clé  
Crown Cap
The flexible alternative to the metal keyring. Black 
silicone strap with two loops at its ends for attaching 
to the plastic button in the shape of a crown cap. Just 
thread the key onto the silicone strap and attach it to 
the button. 

  metal/aluminium
   130 x 12 x 12 mm
  300 pcs, polybag

  screen print
  5

08769 Keyring pendant 
Protection
08769 Porte clés  
Protection
Self-defence pen made from aluminium with keyring. 
Hexagonal shape with slightly rounded tip. The short 
stick serves as a pressure intensifier and can be used 
for self-defence. According to the gun law the stick 
does not form part of the cutting and stabbing arms and 
can be legally carried as a keyring pendant. This item is 
intended for private use and starting only at the age of 
18 years. 
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  metal
   150 x 95 x 140 mm
   72 pcs, individual carton

  tampo pad print
  5

 

06635 Miniature  
shopping cart with chips
06635 Caddy miniature 
avec jetons 
A small shopping cart for perfect presentation at your point of sale.  
Filled with 100 chips. 

  textile/plush
  240 x 260 mm
  200 pcs, polybag

  0
  transfer printing
  5

01017 Cuddle cloth 
Cuddle
01017 Doudou 
Cuddle
The cute cuddle cloth makes babies’ happy - soft cuddle cloth made of super soft Velboa plush in the versions “Rabbit”, “Cow”  
and “Bear”. The cute arms and ears animate babies to touch, feel and cuddle, so that the cuddly soft cloth will not be let go 
anymore. It has been CE-tested and can be printed over a large area on the “belly” by using roll transfer. ˣ

06634 Miniature shopping cart 
without chips

06634 Caddy miniature  

  metal
   140 x 90 x 140 mm
   72 pcs, individual carton

  tampo pad print
  5
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  textile/polyester
   200 pcs, without individual 
carton

  transfer printing
  5

  straw
   ø 355 x 85 mm
   without individual cartonn

  transfer printing
  5

08066 Straw hat  
Texas
08066 Canotier 
Texas 
Once be a cowboy. Cool cowboy look straw hat with 
hook-and-loop fastener bandana for your advertising. 

08601 Cap 
Reflection
08601 Casquette  
Reflection 
 
08602 Cap Reflection, Kids 
08602 Casquette Reflection, Kids 
 
With this cap you want to be seen. Great accessory made 
from polyester with reflective strips on the visor and 
on the sides, as well as reflective ventilation holes and 
a reflective button at the top. Hook and loop fastener 
opening at the back for size adjustment. Available in 
the colours white, neon yellow, neon orange and red. 

  textile/felt
  360 x 300 mm
   250 pcs, polybag

  transfer printing
  5

08641 Christmas Cap
08641 Chapeau de noël 
Funny Christmas cap made of mild felt. 

  paper/paperboard
   280 x 240 x 120 mm
   250 pcs, without individual 
carton

  transfer printing
  1

08380 Panama hat 
Salvador
08380 Chapeau Panama  
Salvador
South Sea style for the head. Great straw hat (paper) 
in classic cut, sewed with white nylon on the inside. 
Polyester strap with hook-and-loop fastener in black, 
white, red or blue. ˣ

ˣ

ˣ

ˣ
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  plastic/PVC
  205 x 52 mm
   200 pcs, plastic-etui

  screen print
  1

  textile/Polyamid
  185 x 80 x 4 mm
   500 pcs, polybag

  screen print
  1

  plastic/PVC
  170 x 85 x 5 mm
   100 pcs, plastic-etui

  screen print
  1

  plastic/ABS
  66 x 22 x 12 mm
   1000 pcs, polybag

  UV-digital print
  5

06180 Eye mask 
Oasis
06180 Masque pour les yeux  
Oasis
Cooling mask with elastic strap. Put in refrigerator 
before using it. Partial and  comfortable cooling for 
tired eyes.

08246 Eye mask 
Relax
08246 Masque pour les yeux  
Relax
Black eye mask made of nylon with double rubber band 
for a good fit and  great wearing comfort. In screen 
printing only in silver or gold printable.

06183 Eye mask 
Wellness
06183 Masque pour les yeux  
Wellness
Place in refrigerator before use. With cooling gel and 
hook-and-loop fastener.

06299 Nail file fan 
Spa
06299 Limes à ongles de 
poche  
Spa
Manicured nails on the go. The handy fan provides you 
with 2 different nail files and 2 different polishing files 
for manicure and pedicure. Ideal for handbags and 
other small luggage. ɓ
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  textile/polyester
  51 x 100 mm
   300 pcs, polybag

  transfer printing
  5

   plastic/Polystyrol
  ø 60 x 4 mm
   600 pcs, polybag

  UV-digital print
  5

  plastic/ABS
  160 x 19 x 3 mm
   500 pcs, polybag

  UV-digital print
  4

   plastic/artificial leather
  90 x 55 x 4 mm
   200 pcs, individual carton + 
polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

09374 Manicure set 
Luna
09374 Kit de manucure 
Luna
Groomed fingernails, also when being en route. Handy 
manicure  set comprising a nail file, a pair of tweezers 
and a nail cutter. Tidily and safely packed inside the 
polyester case with press button. 

07414 Pocket mirror 
Cardea
07414 Miroir de poche  
Cardea
Ideal for the handbag or the trouser pocket. Flat and 
round pocket mirror with white plastic housing and 
hinged cover.

09466 Nail File 
Manicure
09466 Lime à ongles  
Manicure
Get your nails into shape. Nail file made of plastic with 
two different grain grades on one side. The darker 
surface is coarser and is suitable for shortening 
the nail quickly and effectively. The lighter surface 
compensates for small cracks and seals the nail. The 
side without grain makes the file easy to handle. 

07426 Pocket mirror 
Fold-Out
07426 Petit miroir pour le sac  
Fold-Out
Elegant accessory for being on the road and for any 
handbag. Foldable  and placeable hand mirror, made 
of a thin, polished iron plate in, in  synthetic leather 
case with suede coating on the inside and a magnetic  
clasp. Furthermore, the outside features an integrated 
stainless steel  platelet in trendy gun grey. The mirror is 
break-proof and therefore ideal for travels. 

ɓ

ɓ
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  plastic
  47 x 35 x 18 mm
   500 pcs, individual carton + 
polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

  textile/polyester
  2600 mm
   200 pcs, polybag

  sports
  tampo pad print
  5

  wood
  ø 27 & 2500 mm
   50 pcs, polybag

  sports
  tampo pad print
  5

09850 Pedometer 
Easy Going
09850 Pedometre  
Easy Going
Counter of steps with big advertising space.  
With reset-function. 

09426 Skipping rope 
Jumpino
09426 Corde à sauter 
Jumpino
Staying fit just got simpler. Skipping rope made of a 
mix of polyester, non-woven and rubber materials with 
2 white PP handles. The rope is available in red and 
blue. 

01452 Skipping  
rope Wood
01452 Corde à sauter  
Bois
Made of tear-proof cotton with an individually 
adjustable rope length. Advertising possible on 
wooden handles. Coloured handles on request. 

  430 x 40 x 15 mm
   200 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  1

09390 Fitness ribbon 
LED
07880 Bande de remise en 
forme  
LED
For more safety in sports. Lightweight ribbon made 
from transparent plastic  with adjustable hook-and-
loop fastener for attachment to the upper arm. The 
integrated red LED can light either continuously or in 
flashing mode. Incl. reflector badge and On/Off button. ?

?
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  plastic
  2000 x 150 mm
   125 pcs, polybag

  screen print
  1

  plastic/latex
  600 x 30 mm
   625 pcs, polybag

  screen print 
  1

09381 Exercise band 
Bodywork, medium
09381 Bande de gymnastique 
Bodywork, moyenne
Small thing, large effect. Elastic rubber band, ideal for exercising  
individual muscles or muscle groups as well as for strengthening  
the back. Different joint-protective exercises with this band ensure a  
better physical feeling. Resistance: medium.

09384 Rubber band  
Loop, medium
09384 Bande en caoutchouc moyenne  
Loop
Targeted and joint-protecting muscle workout for everyone. Circular  
rubber band, suitable for many different exercises and for improving  
different muscles and muscle groups. Resistance: medium.

09380 Exercise band 
Bodywork, light

09380 Bande de gymnastique  
Bodywork, légère

09382 Exercise band 
Bodywork, strong

09382 Bande de gymnastique 
Bodywork, forte

09380 Exercise band 
Bodywork, light

  2000 x 150 mm

09382 Exercise band 
Bodywork, strong

  2000 x 150 mm

09383 Rubber band 
Loop, light

09383 Bande en caoutchouc légère   
Loop

09385 Rubber band 
Loop, strong

09385Bande en caoutchouc forte  
Loop

09383 Rubber band 
Loop, light

  600 x 30 mm

09385 Rubber band 
Loop, strong

  600 x 30 mm
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  textile/polyester
  ø 65 x 165 mm
   100 pcs, polybag

  transfer printing
  5

08378 Fitness towel  
Keep Cool
08378 Serviette de fitness 
Keep Cool
Great fitness towel with cooling effect. Slightly 
moistened with cold water and rolled-up around 
the neck it offers cooling for some time. Ideal for 
indoor and outdoor sports. Can be stored extremely 
compactly and it is easy to transport in a plastic box 
with screwable cap incl. snap hook function. Size of 
towel: 80 x 30 cm. ˣ
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  textile/polyester
  150 x 90 x 50 mm
   100 pcs, polybag

  screen print
  1

   plastic/PU-Schaum
  70 x 70 x 50 mm
  250 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  1

   plastic/PU-Schaum
  ø 45 x 110 mm
  250 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  1

08932 Fitness towel 
Cooling
08932 Serviette de fitness 
Cooling
Keep Cool. Smart fitness towel with cooling effect. Once soaked with cold water and wrung out, the cooling effect will unfold 
keeping the towel cold for several hours. In order to maintain the effect, just wet it again. Compact  and easy to carry inside a bag 
with mesh on the top side. Including plastic  snap hook as well as cord stopper for safe closure. Size of towel: 80 x 30 cm  

06216 Hand trainer 
Heart
06216 Entraîneur manuel  
Coeur
Always reverts to former shape in just a few seconds, 
even when squeezed really hard.

06215 Hand trainer 
Capsule
06215 Entraîneur manuel  
Capsule
Always reverts to former shape in just a few seconds, 
even when squeezed really hard.
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  metal
  110 x 75 x 45 mm
   48 pcs, individual carton + 
polybag

  screen print
  5

08289 Shoe shining set 
Fusion
08289 Kit pour nettoyage de 
chaussures Fusion
Always well-looked-after shoes. Practical shoe shine 
set in a metal box. Small brush with wooden handle, 
small tin with colourless shoe cream, small shoehorn 
made of ABS and a cleaning cloth made of 100 % 
cotton. 

   plastic/Polystyrol
  90 x 55 x 7 mm
   400 pcs, polybag

  screen print
  5

  plastic
  75 x 38 x 6 mm
   1000 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

  plastic
  75 x 45 x 25 mm
   480 pcs, polybag

  tampo pad print
  5

08568 Sewing set 
Travel
08568 Trousseau couture 
Travel
Useful for travelling thanks to its handy size. Great 
sewing set with a pair of scissors, two spare buttons, 
two safety pins, one embroidery needle, one pin, a 
threader and a 6-piece sewing thread set (brown, 
yellow, red, green, white, black). Incl. white sleeve for 
inserting. Offers an efficient advertising space.

08275 Sewing set 
Basic
08275 Kit de couture 
Basic
Really handy and practical version with 2 white buttons, 
1 safety pin and 6 sewing pre-threaded needles with 
white, green, pink, dark blue, red and black thread.

05405 Sponge 
Shoe Cleaner
05405 Éponge  
Shoe Cleaner
Impregnated sponge for clean any colour of leather 
shoes. Supplied in a plastic case.
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  textile/toweling
  275 x 110 x 30 mm
   100 pcs, polybag

  transfer printing
  5

  plastic/PVC
  80 x 78 x 70 mm
  102 pcs, polybag

  0+
  tampo pad print
  1

06650 Slippers 
Frottee
06650 Pantoufles 
Frottee
Soft slippers - single size, comfortable to wear. Ideal 
for hotel and wellness industry.

06005 Rubber duck  
Squeeze
06005 Canard de bain  
Squeeze
Trendy rubber duck with typical shape. Other colours 
and shapes on request.

  plastic/PVC
  ø 70 mm
   100 pcs, polybag

06230 Wellness Ball 
Hedgehog
06230 Balle de massage  
Hérisson
The blood circulation is stimulated by moving the 
knobby ball across the body. 

ˣ
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  plastic/PVC
  120 x 120 x 5 mm
   100 pcs, without individual 
carton

  screen print
  1

06168 Gel heating pad 
Star
06168 Coussin magiqu  
Étoile
Provides approx. 15 minutes of optimum heat at up 
to 50°C  due to crystallisation of the liquid content 
when the metal plate is folded.  Recharge by placing in 
boiling for 10 minutes after use. Reusable up to 1000 
times. 

  115 x 65 x 10 mm

06173 Gel heating pad  
Hot-water bottle

06173 Coussin magique  
Bouillotte

  110 x 60 x 10 mm

06172 Gel heating pad 
Rectangle

06172 Coussin magique  
Rectangle

  105 x 80 mm

06163 Gel heating pad 
Drop

06163 Coussin magique 
Goutte
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  80 x 120 x 12 mm

06174 Gel heating pad 
Santa

06174 Chaufferette  
Père Noël

  90 x 120 x 10 mm

06175 Gel heating pad 
Christmas tree

06175 Chaufferette  
Arbre de Noël

  110 x 80 x 10 mm

06170 Gel heating pad 
Oval, large

06170 Coussin magique 
Ovale, grand

  90 x 63 mm

06177 Gel heating pad 
Oval, small

06177 Coussin magique 
Ovale, petit

  140 x 90 x 10 mm

06195 Gel heating pad 
Polar Bear

06195 Coussin magique  
Ours polaire

  130 x 80 x 10 mm

06196 Gel heating pad 
Snowman

06196 Coussin magique  
Bonhomme de neige
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  plastic/PVC
  150 x 105 x 10 mm
   80 pcs, individual carton

  screen print
  1

  135 x 90 x 15 mm

06179 Cooling / 
heating pad 
Fresh, small
06179 Coussin rafraîchissant/
chauffant Fresh, petit
Place in refrigerator before use. Soothes minor pains 
and quickly reduces  swelling. 

  ø 95 x 10 mm

06188 Cooling/heating pad 
Round

08887 Coussin rafraîchissant/chauffant 
Round

06184 Cooling/heating pad 
Relieve

06184 Coussin chauffant/rafraîchissant   
Relieve

  ø 93 x 10 mm

06189 Cooling pad 
Double

06189 Coussin rafrâichissant 
Double

06189

06188

06184
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  plastic/PVC
  180 x 95 x 17 mm
   80 pcs, individual carton

  screen print
  1

  plastic/PVC
  145 x 110 x 10 mm
   100 pcs, individual carton

  tampo pad print
  1

06193 Cool /
heat pad Soft
06193 Coussin réfrigérant/
chauffante Soft, blanc
Extra soft surface – cool and heat pad all in one. Place 
the pad in the fridge  or in a hot water bath prior to use 
so that it will reach the desired temperature. It is ideally 
suited for partially warming or cooling parts of your 
body.

06277 Cooling pad  
Active, small
06277 Coussin rafraîchissant  
Active, petit
Self-activating with cooling effect. 

  plastic/PVC
  ø 100 x 20 mm
   250 pcs, polybag

  screen print
  1

09197 Cooling / 
heating pad 
Bead, round
09197 Coussin refroidissant / 
chauffant Bead, rond
This PVC pillow filled with gel pearls feels good when 
it is cooled as well as when it is pleasantly warm. For 
cooling purposes, simply put it into the refrigerator until 
you need it. For warming, put into 60°C warm water for 
approx. 10 minutes. 

  plastic/PVC
  110 x 80 x 20 mm
   250 pcs, polybag

  screen print
  1

09198 Cooling / 
heating pad 
Bead, oval
09198 Coussin refroidissant / 
chauffant Bead, ovale
This PVC pillow filled with gel pearls feels good when 
it is cooled as well as  when it is pleasantly warm. For 
cooling purposes, simply put it into the  refrigerator 
until you need it. For warming, put into 60°C warm 
water for  approx. 10 minutes. 
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  plastic/PVC
  135 x 115 x 10 mm
   100 pcs, without individual 
carton

  screen print
  1

06164 Gel heating pad 
House
06164 Coussin magique  
Maison
Provides approx. 15 minutes of optimum heat at up 
to 50°C  due to crystallisation of the liquid content 
when the metal plate is folded.  Recharge by placing in 
boiling for 10 minutes after use. Reusable up to 1000 
times. Including contour imprint.
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Polypropylene PP
Substantially harder, stringer and 
thermally more resistant than PE. 
It is odourless and physiologically 
safe.

Acrylonitrile- 
butadiene- 
styrene ABS
ABS is a hard, break-proof 
material which can be produced 
in transparent and coloured versi-
ons. High thermal stability.

Styrene-acrylo-
nitrile SAN
An evolution of PS. Stiff, resistant 
material with shiny surface. Can 
be produced in transparent and 
coloured versions.

Polystyrene PS
Hard, impact-resistant and odour-
less plastic with shiny surface. 
Can be produced in transparent 
version and in many colours, ho-
wever, it is only restrictedly heat 
resistant.

Material science.

Polyethylene PE
Soft, unbreakable material with 
good flexural strength and good 
resistance to cold temperatures. 
Furthermore, it features a smooth 
and shiny surface.

Tritan
Excellent appearance and clarity. 
Its most outstanding features are 
excellent toughness,  
stability, and heat resistance. It is 
odorless and BPA-free.

All materials except tritan are customisable with many different colours.
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Biological  
plastics.
Biological plastics are plastics 
from grown raw materials as well 
as biodegradable plastics. The 
main material for organic based 
plastics are cellulose and starch. 
The plastics are produced from 
corn, wheat, potatoes as well as 
cotton. These plastics, in contrast 
to that conventional plastics such 
as polypropylen, polystyrene, poly-
ethylen etc., are biodegradable. 
Usages include packaging foil, 
disposable dishes and cutlery, as 
well as bottles.

Recycling  
material.
Recycling material consists of 
plastic refuse that occurs in pro-
duction as well as through regular 
refuse circulation. These plastics 
are gathered by sort and ground 
in to granulate. Depending on the 
technical characteristics of the 
base material, certain products 
can be produced with recycling 
material.
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UV-digital print.

Your advertising message
 � on the entire surface
 � high-resolution
 � photo realistic
 � cost-saving

The UV-digital print is a high-class 
and expressive option of implemen-
ting your motif in a photorealistic but 
low-budget way. We will be happy to 
run custom designs for you!

Your benefits
 �  Robust finishing in perfect photo 

quality
 �  Smooth reproduction of continu-

ous tone originals
 �  Low prices - even for small print 

runs
 �  Easy to send your visuals by email
 �  No lithography, printing plates and 

prepress costs
 �  Possible for plastic articles with a 

flat surface

Your data Your motif on 1:1 
scale as of 300 dpi (or vectors)
What? Plastic articles with a 
flat surface
Colours 4C Euroscale (digital 
printing)
Your motif Raster images and 
line drawings
The range is being continuously 
expanded.

IMould.

Your advertising message
 � Short delivery periods
 � Budget prices
 �  High-resolution photograph 

quality
 �  No pre-production costs from a 

quantity of 1,000
IMould finishing is a high-class and 
expressive option of implementing 
your motif in a photorealistic but 
low-budget way. We will be happy to 
run custom designs for you!

Your benefit
 �  Robust finishing in perfect photo 

quality
 �  Smooth reproduction of continu-

ous tone originals
 �  Low prices - even for small print 

runs
 �  Easy to send your visuals by email
 �  No lithography, printing plates and 

prepress costs
 �  Possible for plastic article with a 

flat surface

Your Data Your motif on 1:1 
scale as of 300 dpi (or vectors)
What? Plastic articles with a 
flat surface – e.g. storage bo-
xes, trays, sledges, flying discs 
Colours 4C Euroscale (digital 
printing), customcolours in mo-
tif possible as of 3,000 units
Your motif Raster images and 
line drawings
 �  continuous tone up to 3,000 

units (digital printing)
 �  60 screen setting as of 

3,000 units (150 lpi)

ɓ

Finishing.
Thanks to our high-quality finishing machines, we can apply 
your logo or imprint to our advertising articles.
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Tampo pad print.

Your benefits
 � very fine details printable
 � uneven surfaces printable

What? Uneven parts e.g. parts with indentations.Convex 
surfaces e.g. ballpoints, yo-yos.
Colours maximum 5-colour
Batch size 20,000 prints per day
Your motif Raster and line drawings
Rasterweite 60 dots/cm
Please note! Limited covering capacity, 
little mechanical resilience of printed motif.

Laser marking.

Your benefits
 �  permanent and precise results
 �  variable characters and graphics of any type and size

Your data
 �  Vectorised logos and lettering
 �  best as AI or EPS file (JPG formats not supported)
 � 1-colour black surface without contours or lines

What? Metal articles, labels, special plastic parts
Colours various colour effects depending on the underlying 
layer of the article
Batch size 6,000 pieces per day

Screen print.

Your benefits
 �  printed motif is highly resilient

What? Flat and straight surfaces e.g. flyers. Cylindrical to 
slightly conical shapes e.g. bottles.
Colours up to 6-colours (carousel)
Batch size 30,000 prints per day 
Your motif Raster and line images
Screen width 24 screen setting (60 lpi)
Note! All screens are deleted after completion of order.

Hot embossing.

Your benefits
 � scratch-proof printing
 � large range of colours

What? flat surfaces e.g. shopping cat chips, flyers
Colours various colours effects in glossy metallic look
Batch size 30,000 prints per day
Your motif Line drawings
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Transfer printing.

Your benefits
 �  great coverage on dark material

What? Textiles, cotton, nylon, mixed fabrics, e.g. t-shirts, 
rucksacks
Colours unlimited choice of colours
Batch size 20,000 prints per day
Your motif Raster and line motifs 
Screen width 24 dots/cm
Please note! Depending on your original, we may need to use 
a white underlay or transparent adhesive underlay.
You will also be billed for pressing on the transfers.

Sublimation printing.

Your benefits
 �   Robust finishing in perfect photo quality
 �  Smooth reproduction of continuous tone originals
 � Easy to send your visuals by email
 �  No lithography, printing plates 

and prepress costs
 � Dishwasher safe

Your data Your motif on 1:1 scale at 300 dpi (or vectors)
What? Bottles, cups, mousepads, puzzles
Colours 4C Euroscale (digital printing)
Batch size 4,000 prints per day

Blind embossing.

Creates a two-dimensional relief effect. Suitable for articles 
with a flat surface.

CO2-Laser processing.

Max laserman puts your logo in your customer‘s view. On 
request, we can engrave your pocket calculators or watches 
in displays. 

˳ ˣ
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Doming.

Doming is an advertising option with a high attention factor. 
The separate layer of resin applied to the product creates 
the dome, which gives the image or logo a 3D effect. This 
layer not only protects the image or logo against direct UV 
radiation and splash water, utility also prevents your adver-
tising wearing off or becoming scratched. Doming can be 
implemented in many shapes (no sharp corners) and sizes, 
and are also well suited for smaller batches. This printing 
method makes it possible to reproduce motifs in a photo-
realistic and good quality.
What? Articles with small indentations – e.g. zippers, key 
fobs
Colours 4C Euroscale (digital printing)custom colours in 
motif on request.
For more information on doming, please contact our sales 
team

Heattransfer.

Our CO2 laser engraves your wood, textiles or plastics with 
a haptic effect.
Your data files as 1-color vector or grey scale (as high con-
trast as possible).

Note! 
Please note the maximum printing area of the articles prior to 
layout. In some cases, various positions are possible. Refer to 
the printing group for the printing price per motif. For general 
information on finishing options and costs, please refer to our 
current price list.

Ĺ
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Packaging.

Side sealing machine.
The side sealing machine uses polyethylene and poly-
olefin foils. Polyolefin foil can be shrunk tightly around 
the product.

Blister / folding blister
Ask us about the possibilities

Flowpack.
Your advantages
 �  Regardless of the product and its dimensions, an 

optimal packaging result is achieved by means of 
heat and cold sealing, metallized, paper-coated and 
composite films

 �  Numerous options such as perforation for easy open-
ing or printing marks for printed foils

 �  Product feed is achieved manually or automatically 
by means of a transport chain with equal or irregular 
distances via high-speed clocking

Technical data
 � Aperture width: 10-120 mm (optionally 220 mm)
 � Aperture height: max. 60 mm
 � Product length: 40 - 300 mm
 � 120 steps/min.
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Prototyping.

Idea.
You have an idea for a unique promotional item?
We assist you in realising your custom idea in record time. Our specialists in the 
individual areas take care of all steps for a smooth production process! All we 
need is your idea and the requirements for your series.

Visualisation.
In the first step, we make your idea visible.
We create a 3D visualisation thatis ready for presentation. We can 
provide a complete presentation or images in 300 dpi. On request, we can 
integrate a rotatable 3D view in your PDF presentation. The file is kept as 
small as possible in order to enable you to receive the data by e-mail.

3D Dummy.
The presentation was well received, but certain details still need to be clarified or 
your customer has difficulties envisaging the function and properties?
We can provide you with tangible proof! The latest 3D printing technology enables 
us to create your product idea from scratch.Thanks to the new FDM-technology 
our 3D printer is able to print various colors using real thermoplastic ABSplus-plas-
tic. We are making your ideas tangible - in high quality or in high speed when time 
is crucial. Such a model is perfectly suitable as a prototype for testing functions as 
well as feasibility. 

We materialise your ideas!
3D Dummy Details
 � Realistic look & feel
 � Virtually any shape possible
 � Fast From the idea to the sample in 1 week
 � Inexpensive On request
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Product safety.

Raw material granulate

Injection molding  
production

Packaging 
e.g. inside the FlowPack

Metal detector 
ensures that no metal parts are inside 
the product

UV disinfection system  
kills germs on the surface of the item

Final quality inspection 
before packaging the item inside  
the carton

Packaging on pallets 
shipping and/or storage

We set ourselves high standards for the safety and quality of 
our products. Be it in-company or external production, all prod-
ucts are tested for their mechanical safety and for internally 
defined quality requirements in our own testing laboratory. 
With the X-ray fluorescence pistol and the nickel rapid test we 
determine the presence of harmful heavy metals inside the 
items.
There are also test that can not be performed at our company.
We assign these tests to accredited testing institutes such as 
Hermes Hansecontrol, Eurofins, TÜV Rheinland, LGA, Intertek 
or SGS.

Mechanical safety.

Quality requirements.

Heavy metals.

Tensile tests according to the Toy Stand-
ard EN 71, Part 1

Testing with small parts cylinder to 
determine the presence of small parts the 
could be swallowed.

Tightness test
Load test Endurance test for bags

X-ray fluorescence pistol Detection of 30 
heavy metals

Nickel rapid test Test to check if nickel is 
released from the metal composite.
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A
Apple splitter „Split ‚n‘ eat“  06952 23

B
Bag „Waterproof Smartphone“  06844 36

Beach mat „Nature“  06385 74

Bicycle Saddle Cover „Velo“  09327 73

Bottle bag „Deluxe“  06519 64

Bottle bag „Six 4 You“  06520 64

Bottle opener „Cap“  06891 15

Bottle Opener „Cheers“  08891 14

Bottle Opener „Nature“  08890 12

Bottle opener „Push“  06407 13

Bottle opener „Push plastic“  06429 13

Bottle opener „Speed“  07021 12

Bottle opener „Venecia“  06341 13

Bottle opener „Woody“  06905 12

Business card holder „Vita“  08746 42

C
Calculator „World Time“  09577 39

Cap lifter „Arona“  08460 15

Cap lifter „Casoria“  09955 14

Cap lifter „Magnetic“  08973 15

Cap „Reflection“  08601 84

Cap „Reflection, Kids“  08602 84

Card case „Selection“  09647 42

Carpenter’s pencil „Deluxe“  01014 28

Carrier bag „L-Shopping“  06440 63

Carrier bag „Non Woven“  06522 67

Carrier bag „Shopper“  06439 63

Carrier bag „Shopping“  06431 63

Carrier bag „S-Shopping“  06452 63

Carrier bag „XL-Shopping“  06441 63

Carrier“Travel“  06107 62

Carry bag „Non Woven, aminated, big“  06460 64

Carry bag „Non-Woven, aminated, small“  06459 64

Carry bag „Paper, in horizontal format“  09291 67

Carry bag „Paper, in portrait format“  09290 67

Case „Felt“  06979 39

Case „Safety vest“ for set of 5 09058 60

Case with Microfibre Cloth „Clean“  08999 76

Children’s painting set „Eko Line“  04344 46

Children’s painting set „Lilli“  06294 45

Chip key pendant „Business“  09063 77

Chip keyring „Elegance“  04128 77

Chopping board „Bamboo, large“  08062 19

Chopping board „Bamboo, medium“  08360 19

Chopping board „Bamboo, small“  08361 19

Chopping board of glass „Meal, large“  07421 20

Chopping board of glass „Meal, mini“  07429 20

Chopping board of glass „Meal, small“  07422 20

Chopping board of glass „Meal, XXL“  07428 20

Christmas Cap  08641 84

Clip „Magnet“  08749 42

Coaster „Aron“  08997 21

Coaster „Card“  09314 11

Coaster of glass „Round“  07420 10

Coaster of glass „Square“  07419 10

Coaster „Opener“  08756 11

Coaster „Round“  09312 11

Coaster „Tricot“  09313 11

Coffee mug „Premium, with cuff“  04577 16

Cookie cutter set „Tasty“  06801 23

Cool Bag „Diamond“  08941 68

Cool bag „Non Woven“  07445 68

Cool bag „Paper, big“  08566 70

Cool Bag „Paper, large“  08886 69

Cool bag „Paper, small“  08567 70

Cool Bag „Paper, small“  08887 69

Cool bag „Picnic Cooler“  07447 68

Cool/heat pad „Soft“  06193 97

Cooling/heating pad „Bead, oval“  09198 97

Cooling/heating pad „Bead, round“  09197 97

Cooling/heating pad „Fresh, small“  06179 96

Cooling/heating pad „Relieve“  06184 96

Cooling/heating pad „Round“  06188 96

Cooling pad „Active, small“  06277 97

Cooling pad „Double“  06189 96

Crayon „Rainbow, thin“  06280 46

Crayon set „Jumbo“  06399 47

Crayon set „Nature 6, long“  06297 46

Crayon set „Nature 6, short“  06292 46

Crayon set „Nature 12, long“  06298 46

Crayon set „Sharpener“  06408 47

Crayon set „Skinny“  06398 47

Cup „Nice Day“  08962 17

Cutlery bag „Tasca“  06111 21

Cutter knife „Carve“  06317 27

Cutter knife „Grip“  06416 26

Cutter knife „Pro“  06318 26

D
Desk Bell „Service“  06430 20

Index.
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Display-Cleaner „Rectangle“  08926 39

Dog Waste Dispenser „Dog“  08976 31

E
Exercise band „Bodywork, light“  09380 89

Exercise band „Bodywork, medium“  09381 89

Exercise band „Bodywork, strong“  09382 89

Eye mask „Oasis“  06180 86

Eye mask „Relax“  08246 86

Eye mask „Wellness“  06183 86

F
Faltbox „Fresh, klein“  09161 65

Felt case „Vario“  08064 76

Felt pendant „Motiv“  06958 81

Felt pendant „Strap“  06885 80

Fitness ribbon „LED“  09390 88

Fitness towel „Cooling“  08932 91

Fitness towel „Keep Cool“  08378 90

Folding box „Fresh, small“  09161 65

Folding ruler „Dimension, 1 m“  06427 28

Folding ruler „Dimension, 2 m“  06316 28

Function jacket „Standard, in polybag“  09054 60

G
Gel heating pad „Christmas tree“  06175 95

Gel heating pad „Drop“  06163 94

Gel heating pad  „Hot-water bottle“  06173 94

Gel heating pad „House“  06164 98

Gel heating pad „Oval, large“  06170 95

Gel heating pad „Oval, small“  06177 95

Gel heating pad „Polar Bear“  06195 95

Gel heating pad „Rectangle“  06172 94

Gel heating pad „Santa“  06174 95

Gel heating pad „Snowman“  06196 95

Gel heating pad „Star“  06168 94

Grill barbecue tongs „Asado“  07482 25

Gym bag „Cool“  09355 71

Gym bag „Hipster“  09448 71

Gym bag „Reflector“  06640 61

H
Hand spinner „LED“  09483 51

Hand spinner „Twist“  09486 51

Hand trainer „Capsule“  06215 91

Hand trainer „Heart“  06216 91

Handy bicycle bag „Alaska“  08356 73

Headlamp „Andros“  07531 32

Headphone „In Ear“  09179 37

Head rest „inflatable“  06186 72

Hourglass „Siena“  09428 52

I
Ice cube mould „Fruit“  05014 22

Ice Mould „Freeze“  08936 22

Ice scraper „Bi-Part“  06019 57

Ice scraper „Vision, with glove“  06003 57

ID card holder „Hard Plastic“  06628 58

ID card holder „ID“  09533 58

Insulated mug „Mocha“  04827 17

J
Jacket holder „Carry“  01007 62

Juggling ball set „Clown, large“  06212 53

K
Key pendant „Apartment“  09061 77

Key pendant „Knife“  09569 78

Key pendant „Open“  09599 78

Key pendant „Spirit Level“  08899 82

Keyring „2 in 1“  08959 82

Keyring „Alarm“  01001 80

Keyring „Crown Cap“  08750 82

Key ring „Folding ruler“  06315 27

Keyring „Inlay 35*24“  07945 79

Keyring „Inlay 50*35“  07946 79

Keyring „Parma“  06000 78

Keyring pendant „Flashlight“  07530 80

Keyring pendant „Letter Opener“  08983 78

Keyring pendant „Protection“  08769 82

Keyring „Rectangle“  08910 79

Keyring „Sliddy“  09457 77

Kitchen knife „Sevilla“  08980 18

Kite „Diamond“  06099 53

Kite „Pocket“  05011 53

Kite „Volare“  05010 53

L
Lint Roll „Sticky“  06116 31

Luggage tag „Carabiner“  09535 62

M
Magnet Clip „Fridge“  08840 42

Magnetic car holder „Universal“  08723 57
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Manicure set „Luna“  09374 87

Menu card holder „Cilento“  07719 10

Metal bucket „Flora“  09196 16

Miniature shopping cart „with chips“  06635 83

Miniature shopping cart „without chips“  06634 83

Miniature vehicle „Delivery van“  05369 50

Miniature vehicle „MAN Truck“  06714 50

Miniature vehicle „Mercedes Truck“  06716 51

Miniature vehicle „Mercedes Truck, mini“  06715 50

Miniature vehicle „Volvo Truck“  06103 50

Mobile holder „Curved“  08633 39

Mouse pad „Microfiber“  08964 36

Mouse pad „Subli“  08963 36

Mug clip „Calzar“  09468 16

Multi tool „Keyl“  09491 30

Multitool „Legend“  06349 30

Multitool „Pocket“  09456 30

N
Nail file fan „Spa“  06299 86

Nail File „Manicure“  09466 87

Notebook „2Tone“  08950 41

Notebook „Agenda, A6“  07091 40

Notebook „Agenda, DIN A4“  07093 40

Notebook „Agenda, DIN A5“  07092 40

Notebook „Cork“  09494 35

Notebook „Cotton, A4“  06113 40

Notebook „Cotton, A5“  06114 40

Notebook „Cotton, A6“  06115 40

Notebook „Felt“  08092 41

Notebook „Note, A4, white“  01002 41

Notebook „Note, A5, white“  01003 41

O
Organizer „Cork“  09495 35

P
Panama hat „Salvador“  08380 84

Paper straw set  01042 8

Pedometer „Easy Going“  09850 88

Pencil „Black“  06259 44

Pencil „Carpenter“  06282 28

Pencil case „Cork“  09498 34

Pencil holder „Basic, large“  06690 48

Pencil holder „Basic, small“  06691 48

Pencil „Nature, long“  06293 44

Pencil „Nature, short“  06287 44

Pencil „White, with eraser“  06271 44

Pen roll „Cork“  09496 35

Pen „Touch Pen“  06379 43

Piega rucksack  01035 70

Pizza Slicer „Piece“  09358 18

Place mat „Felt“  08985 21

Plate „Eco, small“  01020 9

Pocket knife „Dinner“  09864 29

Pocket knife „Everest“  08053 29

Pocket knife „Freizeit, small“  09561 29

Pocket knife „Pocket, small“  09789 27

Pocket knife „Steel, large“  06328 29

Pocket mirror „Cardea“  07414 87

Pocket mirror „Fold-Out“ 07426 87

Portable fan „Airscrew“  07886 30

R
Rotating keyring „Point, with chip“  04120 76

Rubber band „Loop, light“  09383 89

Rubber band „Loop, medium“  09384 89

Rubber band „Loop, strong“  09385 89

Rubber duck „Squeeze“  06005 93

Ruler „Metall“  09633 47

S
Safety vest „Compact“  09994 60

Safety vest set „Family“  09085 61

Salt and Pepper Shaker „Flavour“  09463 18

Savings box „Sweet Home“  06093 32

Sewing set „Basic“  08275 92

Sewing set „Travel“  08568 92

Shade set „Umbra“  06745 57

Shoe shining set „Fusion“  08289 92

Shopping bag „Piega“  01034 70

Shopping bag „Pocket“  06551 68

Shopping Bag „Tiny“  08940 67

Shopping basket „Chapeau“  08367 65

Silicone straw set  01041 8

Skipping rope „Jumpino“  09426 88

Skipping rope „Wood“  01452 88

Slippers „Frottee“  06650 93

Smartphone-backside bag „Sticky“  08569 37

Smartphone-backside bag „Wave“  08084 37

Smartphone gloves „Touch“  06434 36

Snap bracelet „Clacky, 22 cm white“  08774 59

Snap bracelet „Clacky, 25 cm white“  08776 59

Snap bracelet „Clacky, 31 cm white“  08778 59
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Snap bracelet „Shine, 22 cm“  08770 59

Snap bracelet „Shine, 25 cm“  08771 59

Snap bracelet „Shine, 31 cm“  08772 59

Softball „Mini 42“  01225 54

Spinner „Opener“  08946 51

Sponge „Shoe Cleaner“  05405 92

Sportbeutel „Cool“  09355 72

Sports bag „Rucksack“  09840 71

Storage box „Break box“  05244 24

Storage Box „Kiwi-Box“  08827 24

Strawberry Cutter „Fruity“ 07022 22

Straw set „Steel“  01022 8

Strohhut „Texas“  08066 84

Suit bag „Non Woven“  06524 71

Sunglasses „Standard“  07745 76

T
Tablet-PC bag „Cork“  09497 34

Tablet PC case „Felt“  06992 58

Tape measure „Roll Up“  06096 26

Toilet bag set „Globetrotter“  08379 72

Top „Classic wood“  02010 52

Torch „Opener, klein“  09076 32

Torch „Treviso“  08795 32

Touch Pen „3in1“  06468 43

Touch Pen „Lightly“  06448 43

Touch Pen „Nelson“  06450 43

Traffic safety jacket „Kids“  09053 61

Traffic safety jacket „Standard, poly bag“  09004 61

Traffic safety „jacket, Standard, set of 5 in case“  09060 60

Tube Pusher „Squeeze“  09070 24

U
USB car adapter „Dual“  08722 56

V
VR glasses „Cardboard“  08693 38

VR glasses „Cyber“  08695 38

VR glasses „Entertainment“  08694 38

W
Wallet „Cash“  06518 58

Water level „Horizon, 30 cm“  09185 26

Webcam Cover „Cover“  09462 37

Wellness Ball „Hedgehog“  06230 93

Whistle „Arena“  709317 54

Wine carry bag „Avignon“  08689 66

Y
Yo-yo „Light“  08753 52

Yo-yo „Timber“  08755 52
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Guidelines.

Toy.
All toys offered correspond to the European Directive 
2009/48/EU on the Safety of Toys and to the standard series 
EN 71. On account of its functions, dimensions, characteristic 
features, properties or other reasons, toys may be unsuitable 
or dangerous for children at a certain age. In order to improve 
the safety, cautions have been added to the toys, which inform 
the user of which potential hazard may be produced by the toy.

Below please find the cautions which apply to individual arti-
cles. The articles offered have small figures which correspond 
to the cautions mentioned.
1.  Warning! Not suitable for children under 3 years because 

of swallow able small parts. Suffocation hazard.
2.  Warning! Not suitable for children under 3 years. Risk of 

injury caused by long string.
3.  Warning! Not suitable for children under 3 years. Risk of 

injury caused by long string. Do not use near overhead 
power lines or during thunderstorms.

4.  Warning! To be used under the direct supervision of an 
adult. Not suitable for children under three years. Danger 
of falling! Practice using the snow glider in a flat, safe area 
as it requires skill in steering and braking. Only use by one 
person at a time. 

5.  Warning! Only to be used in water in which the child is 
within its depth and under adult supervision. This is no 
swimming aid. It is no protection again drowning!

6. Warning! Do not aim at eyes or face.
7.  Warning! To be used under the direct super-vision of an 

adult. Liquid can be swallowed!
8.  Caution! Due to the function, pencil sharpener has a sharp 

edge. Danger of injury!
9. Caution! Not suitable for the transport of children!

0+ bis 8+
All data with “+” are an age recommendation or may  
be considered pedagogical information.

Sports article, fan article  
deco article.
The sports article, fan article and decorative article on offer in 
this catalogue are sold as such. To avoid any confusion with 
toys, these article are marked with the following label.

Sport. “Sports article – no toy!” 
Fan. “Fan article – no toy!” 
Deco. “Decorative article – no toy!” 

Due to the size of some articles, these label cannot always be 
attached directly to the article. The realisation is possible in 
various variants at different prices:
 � Packing of the article in a poly bag
 � Label

The decision, which variant should be realised, has to be  
taken by the customer. If the customer dispenses with the 
labelling, this fact has to be confirmed in writing. For corre-
sponding information, please refer to our offers or get in touch 
with us directly. 

REACh.
All articles offered correspond to the European Directive 
1907/2006 on Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and 
Restriction of Chemicals. The target of the EU is to produce 
and use chemicals by 2010 in such a way that detrimental 
effects on human health and the environment are kept as low 
as possible. 

Customer information.
This is to confirm in keeping with Article 59 (1, 10) of the 
EU Directive 1907/2006 (REACh) that the articles we have 
supplied do not contain substances  of the candidate lists of 
a percentage by mass of more than 0.1 percent. We obligate 
ourselves to regularly harmonise our products to the substanc-
es indicated in the candidate list in keeping with the REACh 
directive. As soon as we find out that our products require 
notification in keeping with Article 33, you will be notified of 
our own accord, and we will take suitable measures in individ-
ual cases.
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Please understand, that we do not have the articles in all col-
ours of our standard colours on stock. Ask our sales team, 
which colours are on stock at the moment, the minimum 
quantities and the extra price for a special colour. We solely 
print with physiological harmless inks. The disposal of the 
inks and screens are done in a closed system. The screens 
are recycled after use due to technical reasons. We create 
and charge a  new screen, on repeat orders.

For printing, we require reproduction capable black and white 
artwork or a correct sided film 1:1, with transfer printing 
the opposite side. Image editing/data carrier exchange, see 
catalogue. If it’s necessary to change your artwork, respec-
tively films with more colours, we will charge litho costs. We 
will inform you before we make any changes, and will do so 
upon your approval. We have the possibility to create your 
individual layout. This will be charged accordingly. An exact 
reproduction of the required colour tone is subject to the col-
our and the material of the article. Dark surfaces may need 
to be under laid with white.

General information.
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